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I am grateful that the 
responded to our na ·onal 
time and race 
tragedy with compassion and strength. 
• 'Dr. Wiffiam Cooyer i 
E 
E' 
Before the Alpha"' 
Chi Omega 
downtown social. 
sophomores Blair 
Cumming and Chris 
White dance. 
Greek organizations 
held many socials 
Sophomore 
Lindsey Froelic 
tries to find a 
cherry in a pie 
eating contest 
during Greek 
Week. That 
week. sororities 
and fraternities 
participated in 
a varie\y of 
competitions in 
an effort lo 
support each 
other's 
philanthropies. 
Freshmen laime Lanin 
and Abby Hobday enjoy 
an uncharacterislical!_y 
warm February 
afternoon. During the 
ear!_y part of the month. 
temperatures nuctuated 
from highs in the 70s to 
highs in the 30s. 
Freshman Lauren Lumsden joins members of her class dancing at the 
Westhampton College Class Cabinet of 2005's Moonlight Munchies. 
The event was held during midterms to provide a class study break. 
Just to get out the the 
court or sitting on the bench 
witfi the rest of the guys when 
someone makes a big shot. It is 
just the camaraderie of the 
team; we are li ke a family and 
when we win it is not just me 
winning, it 's the team. It's my 
best friends winning. 
The Uni · y has an ongoing 
concern witfi the quality of the 
lake. We all smell the lake. We 
all see that it doesn't look 
especially attractive . 
Jim Miller 
Nike and Adidas bot 
made presentations to us. If we 
accept one of the proposals, we 
would join the schools that 
have an arrangement witfi an 
equipment company to receive 
free merchandise and/or 
purchase items at reduced cost. 
Laura Shel n, '05, Spidey 
When I 
watch all the football games 
witfi my dad and I wanted to 
get in the suit and run around. 
Jonathan Carlson,' 
... Please celebrate wt e 
your failed education and drink 
a sixth. Its the only way to 
show the University 
administration and U.S. 
] government that we know the 
-~ 
.~ importance of our ABCs. 
Woody 
More than any 
history, mankind faces a 
crossroads. One path leads to 
despair and utter hopelessness. 
The other, to total extinction. 
Let us pray we have the wisdom 
to choose correctly. 
tt Fitzgerald 
st-rate intelligence 
is the ability to hold two 
opposed ideas in mind at the 
same time, and still retain the 
ability to function . 
~ 
Half our life is - trying to 
find something to do with time 
we have rushed through life 
trying to save. 
~ 
I passionat:9 te the idea of 
being with it, I think an artist 
has always to be out of step 
with his time . 
T~d 
memory is that one enjoys 
several times the same good 
things for the first time . 
'lime ~ arifies ; 
no mood can be maintained 
quite unaltered through the 
course of hours. 
Steven Wri 
Everywhere is wal istance 
if you have the time. 
megan hockel 
lunior members of Delta Delta Delta pose for a 
picture during the Junior Ring Dance. The dance 
was held February 22 al the lefferson Hotel. 
with tim-~,....,, race 
wasting time let the hours roll by 
life makes us want to stay, stay , stay for a while. 
Hansen performs with 
NE3 during the Campus 
Activities Board's Batlle 
of the Bands. NE3's 
distinctive s\yle has 
made them a favorite 
among many students. 
O 'Dave 'Nt.attfiews 
Sophomore varsi\y 
tennis team members 
Pat\)' Devlin and 
leannette Cluskey 
play in a doubles 
match. The Women's 
Tennis team won the 
Atlantic 10 
,___..,,.;;.,....., 
During Sigma 
Chi's Derby Days. 
Westhampton 
College students 
particpale in an 
egg loss on field 
day. Throughout 
the week. Sigma 
Chi raised money 
for their 
philanthropy 
through a number 
of events which 
culminated in 
powderpuff 
football. 
Dean Mateer's 
attention to detail, 
commitment to academic 
standards , intellectual ana 
personal integrity, ana his love 
of the University have made 
him one of Richmond's most 
well -known ana respected 
administrators ana educators. 
ke Monaco , ' 03 
for Pat McGee was an 
absolutely amazing experience . 
The energy from the crowd was 
intense ana we fed off that . 
Dr. Lynne 
If students are sick, ;hey should 
come and see us like they 
always do, but why would 
someone think that they have 
anthrax instead of a cold? 
It 's kin ridiculous -- it 's 
college , ana the police need to 
relax. There are definitely more 
cops around , ana it's almost to 
th e point wh ere stud ents think 
th e poli ce are out to get th em. 
William 
The genero · f the 
W einst ein family anait s 
friends will creat e a legacy of 
educational excellence ana 
servi ce to thi s campu s, th e 
Richmond area and the 
coun t ry. 
President William Cooper greets a representative of lohn '-
Marshall High School during the campus wide community wit n ti me an Qr ace 
service day. More than 600 University students and 100 __ _;_....:._c.....:._..::..._.:....;;.....;_.:;....;;_....:...;;._;_-=--:.....;;.-1-cf::.+-=---..::.....::.....:::......::;.. _____________ _ 
faculty and staff members participated in the event. I will do wha tever to get stuff done for students , 
a if th at means networking , name dropping , 
sh moozi ng, I wil l do whatever it takes. 
Sophomore Laurie Gingrich 
shingles a roof with Habitat for 
Humanity In Richmond. Habitat 
freQuent[y organized 
opportunities for students to 
build with the organization. 
in mass at the men's basketball game 
versus DuQuesne. The Rowdies. who 
were once an informal group or fans. 
became an official student group in the 
fall. which has allowed them to receive 
funding from the student governments to 
finance trips to away games. 
O 'AfiGa Covitz 
guitar class outside. 
on the Westhampton 
Green. Many 
professors could be 
swayed by student 
reQuests to hold class 
outside with beautiful 
weather. 
Freshmen WILL 
members 
Samantha 
Clancy and 
Nicole Cavadini 
work a table 
during "Daffodil 
Days. " WILL 
members sold 
daffodi Is in the 
C om m ons 
March 14 and IS 
for two dollars 
to benefit the 
American 
Cancer Society. 
J 
First year women 
from Lora Robbins 
A2 pose for a 
group picture 
before 
Proclamation 
Night. Although 
these women wore 
the traditional 
white dresses, 
Dean Sturgis gave 
students the 
option to wear 
clothes 
representing their 
culture. 
with time and 1race 
I look forward to an America which will 
not be afraid of 8' ac.e and beauty. 
- John F. l<ennedy 
-Cheerleading Co-
Captain. junior Sarah 
Devoe. rallies Spider 
spirit during a men's 
basketball game. The 
cheerleaders 
performed at every 
home football. men's 
basketball and 
women's basketabll 
games in addition to 
some away games. 
Freshman Alison 
Kresovsky tries not to 
hit the eight ball in a 
game of pool in 
Whitehurst. Students 
could play pool. play 
"' 
air hockey or watch TV -~ 
E 
in the Whitehurst Game ~ 
... 
Room 24 hours a day. ~ 
Senior Laura Dooley paints the face of a Richmond 
youth at Trick-or-Treat Street. Trick-or-Treat Street 
is an annual event put on by the Universi~'s sororities 
and fraternities to support the Boy' s and Girl 's Club. 
crln murphy 
Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Beauty without is the 
hook without the bait 
Ernest Hemingway 
Courage is under pressure 
Jewel 
I'm becoming more and more 
myself with time, I guess that's 
what l is, the refinement of 
your soul through time. 
l<arl Barth 
Laughter is the closest thing to 
the of God. 
Max Lucado 
I guess doesn't have to be 
-~ logical. If it did it wouldn't be 
E 
.s; 
.:; 
'E 
"' "O Walter Lipman 
The genius of a good leader is to 
leave behind him a situation 
which common sense, without 
the of genius, can deal 
with successfully. 
Robert Frost 
Ah, when to the heart of man 
was it ever less than a treason 
to go with the drift of things, to 
yield with a , • of reason, 
and bow and accept at the end 
of a love . 
Mark Mika 
Always accept good fortune 
with and humil ity . 
Joseph Hall 
Seldom ever was any knowledge 
given to keep, but to impart ; 
the of this rich jewel is 
lost in concealment. 
" The University of Richmond is definitely a 
school where you choose your own destiny --
you have the opportunity to exce{ and succeed. 
O Linasey Wfiyt e, '02 
• 
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First year student Mary Ladd Kane 
begins to set up her dorm room with 
the help of her parents. Parents were 
very helpful in moving in and 
organizing their children's things. 
Freshman Graham Jackson grabs 
another load of his belongings to earl)' 
to hi s room. Facilities allowed 
students to use their trucks to move 
items from their cars to the dorms. 
m oving into college can be exciting and 
scary all at the same time. First year students 
arrived on A ug. 22. 200 1. to begin the orientation 
program. The first thing students had to do was 
with 
awa goo 
move all of their belongings into their new home Most students came to school with their parents 
for the year . Westhampton College women had and families which made moving in a little bit 
the assistance of the footba ll team to help them easier. The first few hours were spent simp!_y 
carry their things in. There were many other helpful moving everything in and trying to get to know 
faces around during those first few days. roommates and hallmates. After this. students 
Orientation advisors. the Dean's staff, resident had their first orientation group meetings where 
advisors and other students were on hand to help they met another twenry first y ear students who 
first years with any problems or concerns they had. had the potentia l to become life long friends. 
Freshman Drew Callison receives his 
room key from a resident advisor. 
Some upperclassmen returned to 
campus ear!), to help out with First Year 
Orientation. 
Communiry members come together A student holds a daisy as she sits in 
along with students such as sophomore front or the Commons listening to the 
Maureen Eckl<y to renect in the chapel. speeches made around the lake. This 
The Universiry held special candle lit ceremony allowed all who attended to 
services to honor all or those lost in renect upon the impact or the week's 
the events of Sept. 11. events. 
& 
oye 
the 'U'R community joins to 
remem6er those we have (ost 
5 ept. 14, 200 I, was the National Day of Prayer a 11 depends upon your mindset. Ir you keep a 
and Remembrance. The Universi~y's response to positive mindset then you will gain a greater image 
the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11 consisted of a and not think so negative!,y about what happened ... 
service in the chapel as well as a gathering around Both students and staff were direct!,y affected 
the lake. President William Cooper. Food Services by the events, but with help from the Chaplain's 
Manager Betry Clark, senior Tim Sullivan, and Office and others around the school, they found 
senior Kelly G ribbons made speeches as help coping with their feelings about the national 
representatives of the Universiry communiry. tragedy. 
Many students were deep!,y troubled by the "It was just helpful to know that I could turn to 
terrorist attacks that occurred on Sept. 11. However, both friends and teachers for support, .. Matt 
students such as Tiffany Green remembered, "It Paladino said. 
Students come together lo comfort 
each other during a difficult lime in 
American history. Students knew they 
could count on each other as well as 
members of the Universiry for support. 
• 
doug bucrlein 9 -11 res onse 15 
g 
s 
students and f acu(ty join 
forces to hefp 'Richmond scfioofs 
0 n Saturday, Sept. 22, 2001. from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. near!), 600 students, 
staff, faculry and alumni participated in the Universiry's first ever Communiry Service 
Day -- Strengthening the Web. These volunteers worked together to improve the 
physical appearance of John Marshall High School and T.H. Henderson Model Middle 
School. They were joined by students and staff from both schools. Together these 
volunteers spent the day painting. landscaping. cleaning, and 
making repairs. The day. organized by the Chaplain's Office , 
was a recognized as a huge success and will hopeful!), be 
continued at different Richmond public schools each year. UR 
officials said. On Nov. 26. the Universiry received honors from 
Richmond's Ciry Council for the success of the day. 
1615 uaent (i e 
Even the Universi~ of Richmond's 
President William Cooper came out 
to work along side the students . 
Coope ratio n between staff and 
students was the key to the success 
of this event. 
A student edges the front lawn of john 
Marshall High School. Many precautions 
were taken whi le using machinery lo 
guarantee everyone's safe~ during the day. 
Westhampton College junior Tanya Phill ips 
paints one of the main doors al John 
Marshall High School. A ll volunteers at 
the event had to take caution in their jobs 
to make the schools look their best. 
junior Tony Delauney and 
a friend attempt lo remove 
a tree stump from the 
cour~rd al John Marshall 
High School. There were 
many jobs that reQuired 
tremendous physical effort 
from the volunteers. 
scoll elmQuist 
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Cessons wfiiCe studyina a6road 
te six months I spent abroad were, undoubtedly, the most enriching and memorable 
months of my life," senior Christianne Goldman said. The study abroad program gave 
students the chance to be immersed in another culture, to take classes in another 
language and to have a great time while doing it. Each year over 300 Richmond 
students choose to go abroad. Through the Office of International Education, students 
had the opportuniry to study from six weeks in the summer to an entire year abroad in 
all corners of the world . The staff also 
worked with students to find job or 
internship placements for a different study 
abroad experience. 
Junior Ryan Smith took a little time 
out or his studying lo play with the 
wildlife down under. Students took 
advantage or exotic opportunities 
while abroad. 
Seniors Brandt Portugal and lamic 
Beasley Lake in the wonders of the 
Collesium in Rome. Students were able 
to visit ma~ historic sites on during their 
t ime abroad. 
ryan smith 
Students overlook the harbor in 
Australia. While studying abroad, 
students were able to visit many exotic 
locations. 
junior s Megan 
o ·Hera and 
Christa 
Weaving stand 
in front of the 
Arc de Triumph 
in Paris. Ma~ 
students met 
up with other 
Richmond 
students while 
abroad. 
stuay a6roaar9 
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A student nils his glass with soda in 
the D ini ng Hall . Students who ate al 
D-hall were able to have unlimit ed 
amounts of food and drinks. 
Sophomores 
Carrie Childs and 
Mega n Johnson 
eat dinner at 
Mary Angela's on 
Cary Str eet. 
Stude nts of ten 
took advantage of 
the many 
res t a u ra n ts 
located close to 
campus to get a 
br eak from the 
Dinin g Hall. 
---- I -~ 
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t R students have two on campus dinning 
options covered by their meal plans, E. Bruce 
Heilman Dining Center and Tyler 's Grill. Both 
are open dai!)t for students. 
"I get so excited about what is going to be on 
the menu that I keep one outside n~ door so I 
can check it every night before I go to dinner" 
said freshman Stephanie Rounds. 
At times students find themselves ready for a 
break from the D-hall basics. For these students 
there is always the 
opportunity to go off campus or order in. 
From Wendy's to Papa John's to Yum-Yum 
Good. students don 't have to go far for 
inexpensive food . 
On those special occasions, or maybe just for 
Parent's Weekend, students gravitate towards the 
fine dinning offered at restaurants such as Havana 
59, Grey Wolf Grill and Tobacco Company. 
jessica woods 
The Sushi chefs from Ukrop's came lo 
make food for a Destinati on: Spring 
Break dinner. Throughout the year, O-
hal I held thematic dinn ers fo r t he 
students. 
Tom Deluca leads Richmond students Students. CAB members. and the 
under hypnosis to show their best opening band, NE3. watch the Pat 
moves to Lhe rest or the student body. McGee concert. The concert was held 
Deluca has become a regular part or in the Greek Theatre in September at 
the CAB programing schedule; no charge for students. 
students anticipate the event and turn 
out in mass. 
with 
yanne 
the camyus activities board 
or3anizes the entertainment 
'' w orking on CAB has been one of also held events such as faculry-student basketball 
those amazing experiences that you hear college games during halftime of at men's basketball 
is suppossed to be made of. It has given me so games. laser tag, Battle of the Bands, and Spring 
many opportunities to explore and develop skills Fling. Each week CAB also worked with the Office 
I will need in my future." Amy McMullen, CAB's of Student Activities to bring movies to campus. 
publiciry chair said. Additionally, every wednesday night CAB 
Campus Activities Board put on the UR Live scheduled campus or local bands to play at the 
series in which they organized an activity or Cellar as part of the After Hours series. The 
performance every weekend. CAB brought executive staff along with the Board of Directors 
performers such as Tom Delu ca, Stevie Starr, worked to provide Qualiry entertainment for all 
Bobby Lee, and Pat McGee to the University. They students. 
The band NE3, made up of sophomores 
len Hansen and lake Monaco and 
freshman Will ludd, performs at Battle 
of the Bands. They won $500 from 
the competition after placing first out 
of four bands. 
• 
cam us activities Goan[ 23 
er~uc ed 
min s 
students fj,nd creative ways 
to study for their c(asses 
S tudying is the student's main Job while in college. It is the 
one activi~ that occupies the majori~ of most students· time. Many 
find that they need complete silence while they study so they choose 
to take advantage of the new[y remodeled Boatwright Library. Other 
students enjoy the distractions that break up the monotony of their 
work and opt to stay in their rooms. It was not uncommon to find 
students on the Westhampton Green, Boatwright Lawn or in the 
Greek Theatre with their books when the weather was nice. "I love 
to go out and read in the sunshine. It just makes studying a little 
more enjoyable," said freshman Jen Pevar. 
24• stucfent Ci e 
Freshman Mall Burke takes 
advantage of the warm weather by 
studying outside . Many students 
found it was more enjoyable to study 
whi le taking in some sun . 
1• ·1 . . 1• I I 
.,.::1111:11" 
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Freshmen Sarah Vinson and Kristin 
Cullison study together. Many students 
found discussing their work with others 
to be a beneficial part of study ing. 
A freshman studies in the library for 
her Core midterm. The new chairs 
made studying much more enjoyable 
for those who perfered the Quiet of 
the library. 
jessica woods 
stuayinc9 ~ 
; 
tyfer's ari(( yrovides students with 
an cyyortunity to eat and 6e entertained 
1, fa student were ever looking for something to do, most days he would be able to find some sort of event 
being held at Tyler's Grill. Thursday through Sunday there were movies playing. and at least once a weekend 
there was some sort of comedic or musical performance. In addition. Tyler's Grill was used by many 
organizations on campus to hold lectures, such as WCGA's 9-11 series, or other forms of entertainment like 
Stealing Home's rendition of Loveline. The Universiry made a concentrated effort to provide alcohol free 
alternatives to parties every weekend at Tyler"s Grill. 
A group of freshman girls 
laugh during Moonlight 
Munchies, a study break 
presented by the 
Westhampton College 2005 
Class Cabinet. Many groups 
reserved Tyler"s Grill as a 
common place to hold 
events. 
A Wes thampton College student 
performs in the Vagina Monologues. The 
Monol ogues were put on by the Gray 
Court Hall Council in an effort to raise 
money for the YWCA. 
Freshman senator Lauren Carpenter 
teeters with the Westhampton College 
Government Association. The WCGA. 
like many other organizations. came out 
to Tyler's Grill to particpate in Alpha Phi 
Omega's Teeter for Tots. 
booth during a movie. Every week CAB 
and the Office of Student Activities 
sponsored a movie that ran from 
Thursday to Sunday. 
1essica woods 
cy(er's griff P7 
Students and faculry participate in an Caribbean author Earl Lovelace reads 
interactive lecture to discuss Professor from his newest novel. Salt. Lovelace 
Jonathan B. Wight"s new book Saving was brou ght in by the Kappa Alpha 
Adam Smith. This was part of the ··At Theta sororiry and Office of Student 
the Bookstore'" series -- a series in Activities as a part of the celebration of 
which people had the chance to hear Black History Month . 
from authors first hand . 
• 
2 8 stuient (i e 
Att~ 
&okstore 
0 ne wonderful feature of the University is its 
abiliry to bring interesting speakers to campus. The 
Career Development Center held several panels 
, 
time to 
listen 
u_p 
relat ing to various professional fields where the year, however, many students voluntarily 
students had the opportuniry to meet and talk with attended these forums. 
professionals who work in fields that interest them. "I feel like eveiy night there are at least two or 
The lepson School of Leadership also brought a three good lectures going on somewhere on 
series of speakers consisting of athletes, campus," sophomore Megan lohnson said. "It 
politicians, and other scholars to school. Students can get frustrating, though, because it is so hard 
had the opportuniry to also hear authors read and to find the time to attend these events that you 
discuss their works. Some classes reQuire their know your peers and professors have worked so 
students to attend certain lectures throughout hard to put together for you." 
jessica woods 
Alford Young speaks to members of the 
Universiry of Richmond communiry in 
Keller Hall. Young was brought in as a 
part of the Sociology and Anthropology 
Speaker Series. 
lunior Nikki Scianandre applies a press 
on tatoo at the Children's Museum of 
Richmond. Finding lime to volunteer 
can be a challenge for many students. 
,, 
time.to 
Laura Ahlstrom and Giselle lohnson, 
juniors members of the Volunteer 
Action Council participate in Teeter for 
Tots. Teeter for Tots was put on by 
Alpha Phi Omega to raise money for 
the Friends Associatio n. 
g a~k 
stuient vo( unteers 3ive back to 
those in need in the community 
e ven with a full load of classes and Club. Most campus organizations do some sort 
extracurricular commitments, many Universiry of of volunteer work, from Habitat for Humaniry to 
Richmond students still find time to volunteer. Greek organizations to Alpha Phi Omega, 
Programs such as Plus Tutoring and the Carver students are not limited when it comes to 
Program that provide students with the opportuniry opportunities to help others. There are many 
to tutor and mentor local Richmond children. students who choose to volunteer on their own 
Bonner Scholars, for example, must volunteer at rather than go through any of the school's 
least ten hours per week. They work through local organizations. No matter how they do it, 
organizations such as The Children 's Museum of Universiry of Richmond students understand the 
Richmond and Caritass, a shelter for the homeless. importance of giving back to the communiry which 
Other students work with the local Boys and Girls has helped them so much. 
all photo~ by VAC 
jun iors Holly Gordon. Nikki 
Scianandre, Tony Delauney and Laura 
Ahlstrom take a break from their 
volunteer work at the Children 's 
Mu seum. Gordo n. Scianandre. 
Delaune y and Ahl strom are all 
members of VAC's executive board. 
~ 
OU 
fiittin3 tfie aym to refease 
stress and fook 3reat 
rom free weights and treadmills. to intermural sports and 
swimming. to overnight camping and canoeing trips, campus 
recreaction provides all sorts of opportunities for students. Workout 
classes such as low impact aerobics and cardio kickboxing are free 
to all students and faculry. The swimming pool is also open for use 
during designated hours. Campus recreation offered many 
intermural opportunities to students who wanted to be athletical!Y 
active but did not have the time to commit to a club or varsiry 
sport. The fraternities and sororities tried to have at least one 
team in each sport to represent them. 
~~- ---------·--~-----
Freshman Bern ice Huang tosses a 
medicine ball with another student. 
Working out with friends provided 
molivation and inspiration, for some, 
to push further. 
Freshman lu!>tin Fanslau runs on the 
treadmill. Many students found it 
was easier to use the indoor 
machines on cold, winter days. 
A student rides a stationary birycle in 
the gym. Use of the gym and most 
campus recreation acti vities were 
available without cost to students. 
• 
cam us rec 33 
riiised 
voices 
students find different tyyes of 
music on and off camyus at concerts 
for University of Richmond students. it doesn't matter if it is a big name band like 
Pat McGee or an on campus band such as NE3. they just want to hear some good music. 
UR students were given the opportuniry to listen to music week[>' in the Cellar and 
through concerts sponsered by the Modlin Center for the Art s. Students were exposed 
to all rypes of music from the classical sryle of the Shanghai Quartet to the more alternative 
sounds of Carbon Leaf. 
"For my music class this year I was 
reQuired to attend concerts on campus. 
I was amazed by the wide variery of 
performers that come to campus" said 
sophomore Andrew Fulwider. 
Several Richmond students saw John 
Mayer perform al Mary Wa!>hington 
College in ear~ February. Students 
were often willing to make trips off 
campus in orde r to see their favorite 
musicians. 
~-....---n ~.,._ --- ._.. - ~....------- .,...._.. . .... - --. - -- ~-- --- ---.._...__.~ 
A jazz band performs at the Cellar. The 
Cellar provided live entertainment for 
students at least twice a week. 
NE3 members, Sophomore lake 
Monaco. Freshman Wil l l udd and 
Sophomore len Hansen perform at the 
Greek Theatre during Batlle of the 
Bands. The student band played in 
many concerts both on and off campus 
throughout the year. 
jessica woods 
The Sirens perform outside of the 
Commons. A ll three acapclla groups 
gave several concerts throughout the 
year. 
Senior Kate Markey. an education 
minor. works at a Richmond elementary 
school as a student teacher. Student 
teaching is an integral part or the 
education program. 
with a 
World Cup. the Universiry's on campus 
coffee shop. Many students relt on 
campus jobs would look good on their 
resumes. 
cas 
working he{ps :tudents_ make 
money and aain exyerience 
ffi any students found working on campus students in internships throughout Richmond. 
to be a convenient way to make a little extra money. Other students took advantage of the close 
Students found that on campus jobs were valuable proximiry to Washington D .C. to gain experience 
because they could go over to the job right after with political jobs and internships. 
class and general!), get some homework finished Sophomore Catherine Wright worked on 
whi le at work. campus at the Phonathon. 
Not all students decided they wanted to work "Although l"m getting paid for this work, it 
on campus. FreQuent[y students who chose lo work benefits me in other ways, .. Wright said. "It is a 
off campus found themselves in food service or leadership experience and all the money we raise 
retail jobs in Cary Town or along Broad Street. at the Phonathon goes toward the Student Annual 
The Career Development Center helped to place Fund which provides scholarships for students ... 
Sophomore lenny Hobgood helps 
check inventory in the Media Resource 
Center. Students liked jobs like this 
because they were able to complete 
their homework if there was a time when 
they were not busy. 
(:l ________ ___________________ _.i 
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On February 23. 2002, Westhampton College 
juniors, escorts and parents. filled the Jefferson 
Hotel for Junior Ring Dance. During the ceremony. 
the women. in their white gowns. descended the 
same stairs as Scarlet o· Hara did in the movie 
Gone With the Wind_._ to form a "W" at the bottom 
of the staircase. The event was the culmination 
of their third year at the Universi9' - a celebration 
of their rise to seniori9'. 
all photos aspen photography 

all photos aspen photography 
Students stand in front of a tropical A group of students pose for a picture 
sunset in Florida. Many Richmond before heading out to the beach. The 
students traveled lo different parts of students traveled to Key West, Florida. 
Florida during the break. the southernm ost point of the 
continental United States for spring 
break. 
5 pring break was the only time students had 
off from school during the spring semester. 
Many students took advantage of the week 
and used it as a time to catch up with family and 
friends or on schoolwork and sleep. Others just 
used the week off to release stress and have as 
much fun as possible. 
Many students headed south for warmer 
temperatures and traveled to places such as 
Panama Ciry, the Caribbean, Hawaii, or Cancun. 
"I went to Mexico for spring break because I 
got to sit on the beach. relax and get a tan during 
time for the 
, yarties 
the day, then head out to the clubs at night. and 
most importantly , not think about schoo l for an 
entire week." freshman Aaron Barnes said. 
There were other students who decided to 
use their spring break as an opportuni~ to benefit 
those less fortunate than themselves. A group of 
members of lnterVarsiry went to North Carolin a 
for part of the week to help build houses that had 
been damaged by hurricanes and tornados. 
Freshmen Andrea Wilson, Brionn a 
Nomi. and Kristin Culli son get dressed 
up for a night out on the town in 
Carriacou. Carriacou is a small island 
in the Caribbean. 
h with honors 
seniors make the wa(f 
across the staBe to remem6er 
a fter four shortyears at the Universiry of Richmond, the 696 members of 
the Class of 2002 experienced the culmination of their undergraduate careers 
with the commencement exercises held May 5th in the Robins Center. 
The ceremony began with President William E. Cooper welcoming the 
audience. He was followed by Tom Lawrence who gave the invocation. Tim 
Sullivan, a leadership major, gave the student commencement speech, sharing his 
hopes for his classmates. Melanie Healey. an '83 
graduate. was the alumni commencement speaker. 
Healey. a Vice President of Procter & Gamble, 
encouraged the Class of 2002 to stand strong[}' for their 
values, to go out and to be counted. Undergraduate 
diplomas were distributed by the respective deans of 
the colleges. 
Stephen Barkley hugs his 
father, Dr. Russel Barkley, as 
he receives his diploma. Dr. 
Barkley was recognized with 
an honorary degree earlier in 
the ceremony. 
Senior Erin Nolan proceeds In at the 
beginning of the Commencment 
Exercises. Commencment was held at 
2 p.m. on Sunday M<!}' 5. in the Robbins 
Center. 
Members of the Class of 2002 wait to 
receive their d ipl omas. Before 
graduates could walk across the stage. 
they I istened Lo several speakers. 
Receiving his diploma, senior lames 
Beasley shakes hands wit h Andrew 
Newcomb, Dean of Arts and Sciences. 


"My life is profoundly better for having been a student 
at Richmond . From the people to the experiences , I 
honestly believe I have spent the last four years of 
my life at one of the finest institutions in the world. 
0 Patr icf Tra nor '02 
For many students , senior year is their last year to 
be young before having to head off to the world 
adulthood , corporate America and financial respon sibil ity. 
So it 's not surprising that many students strive to make thei r 
senior year as fun -filled as possible. 
"I'm a second-semester senior " quickly becomes the catch -
all phrase to justify anything from taking 12 hours of 200 -
level classes to sleeping all day to partying five nights a week . 
When it all comes to a close, seniors frequently fi nd 
themselves shocked that they are graduating and grateful 
for their four years at the University . 
Jamie S. 'A.6fett 
Hillsborough, NJ 
International Studies, Spanish 
~nao[p(i 'K. 'A.a[er, Jr. 
D::lnbury, CT 
Political Science 
RCSGA, Student Rep. to the Board of 
Trustees, ALCOA-Reynolds Building & 
Management Committee , Planning & 
Priorities Committee, Strategic Planning 
Committee, Phi Alpha Delta , Pi Sigma Alpha 
,&. 
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Jay 'A[ariage, Jr. 
Alexandria, VA 
Business Administration, Finance 
J<appa Sigma, Army ROTC 
'Heatrier ~- 'A.aams 
Buford, GA 
Psychology, Spanish 
'Mattfiew S. 'A.[6in 
Springfield, VA 
Computer Science; History, Chemistry 
Golden J<ey, University of Richmond 
Martial Arts Club, lntervarsity 
Christian Fellowship 
Sfiawn 1J. 'A.[exanaer 
Southfield, Ml 
Business Administration 
'Kristin 'Mattriea 'A.af ins 
Martinsville , VA 
Religion , English 
Aeropageis English Honor Society, 
Theta Alpha J<appa Religion Honor 
Society, Baptist Student Union , Mortar 
Board, Golden J<ey, Phi Eta Sigma 
Honor Society 
'Renee C. 'A[aricfi 
Whitesboro , NY 
Business Administration 
'Kevin 'T'. 'A.[[en 
Rockville , MD 
Business Administration 
Ste_phanie J . 'Affen 
Hollidaysburg, PA 
Business Administratio n, 
Account ing 
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Chris J . 'Amatuzzi 
Allendale , NJ 
Inte rnat ional Studies, 
Spanish 
'Aarian 'R. 'Archie 
Concord, NC 
'D. i:Bef9amin 'Afonso 
Lewi sberry, PA 
Biology 
C[auaia 'R. 'Anaonie 
San Pedro Sula 
History; BISC 
James ''Nate' 'Ash[ey 
Mid lothian, VA 
Sociology, History 
Ju{ian L. 'Amara 
Catharine 'A. 'Archer 
Nassau 
Sociology 
Janice §. i:Baa6 
A llentown, PA 
Political Science; Leadership , Studio Art 
Class 2002 Pres., Omicron Delta Kappa, 
Phi Beta Kappa, Class Cabinet , Club 
Soffba/1, Pi Sigma Alpha , Phi Eta Sigma, 
Student Affairs , Golden Key 
• 
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Justine 'Nicofe 'Bai(ey 
Middletown, NJ 
Spanish; Computer Science, Business 
SinnURs, Web Development Team, 
CAB, VAC1 MLL Technology Fellow, 
Computer Club, Catholic Student 
Association 
Syreeta rJ<acfie((e 'Baifey 
Richmond, VA 
Poli Sci, Spanish, Business Adm 
Umoja Gospel Choir, Class Cabinet, MSU, 
OA, Pre-QA, Phi Alpha Delta , Cigna, Pi 
Sigma Alpha, WILL leadership award, WC 
Distinguished Leadership Award, Goteas 
Memorial Scholarship, Holt Scholarship 
• 
Steyfien 'R. 'Barffey 
Westborough, MA 
International Studies 
52 seniors 
Lauren 'Renee 'Baifey 
Washington, VA 
Music 
Music Director of Choeur du Roi, Schola 
Cantorum , BSU, Phi l<appa Mu , 
Phi Beta l<appa, Golden l<ey, 
Phi Eta Sigma, Who 's Who Among 
College Seniors, Freshman Class Cabinet 
~Hsa 'M.. 'Bar6etti 
Hamilton, NJ 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
~van ~- 'Barnisfis 
Voorhees, NJ 
Biology 
Diving , Rookie of the Year CAA 
Conference , WDCE DJ 
Respect 
Lisa 'D. 'Bai(ey 
North Plainfield , NJ 
Psychology 
Psi Chi, President , Alpha l<appa Alpha , 
Psychology Teaching Fellow , 
Writing Fellow 
The world will see you for 
your problems , but you must see 
yourself for your potential. 
Zacfiary j. 'Barcfou 
Clemmons , NC 
Journalsim 
'Ro6ert Wayne 'Basfiam '1'1 
Hardy, VA 
Biology 
Football , Baseball, 
Tri-Beta Honor Society , 
Golden Key 
• ~ 
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'Hannafi C. 'Bate 
Asheville, NC 
Rhetoric & Communication, Sociology ; 
Business Administration 
But it 's alright, just follow the light, 
and don 't be afraid of the dark, In the 
moonlight you'll dance 'ti/ you fall, and 
always be here in my heart - Travis 
Carey C. 'Becfit(e 
Lido Beach, NY 
Accounting 
joseyfi 'M. 'Benanti 
Belmar, NJ 
Business Administration 
james ~ - 'Beasfey 
Memphis, TN 
Religion 
Virginia S. 'Becfito(a 
Manhasset, NY 
American Studi es 
'Danieffe 'M. 'Benoit 
Cross River, NY 
Political Science, 
International Economics 
Kappa Alpha Theta, Pi Sigma Alpha , 
UR Ambassador , Mentoring 
Sometimes the best way to find out 
who you are is to be somewhere where 
you don 't have to be like anyone else . 
Patricf rr'. 'Beasom 
Mechanicsburg , PA 
Latin , Greek 
Eta Sigma Phi, Golden Key, 
Phi Beta Kappa 
Molon labe ! - Leonidas 
jofianna C. 'Beefer 
Richmond , VA 
Business Administration 
Jennifer 'M. 'Bernard 
Suffolk , VA 
Music , Computer Science 
seniors ls3 
Carrie J. 'Bi(ef 
Southbury, CT 
Business Administration 
'Kevin S. 'B(anfs 
Chester, VA 
Business Administration 
'Kristin L. 'Boes 
Tupelo, MS 
Computer Science; Mathematics, 
Business Administration 
Phi Beta Kappa, Golden Key, 
Phi Sigma Iota , Pi Mu Epsilon , 
Phi Eta Sigma 
54 Iseniors 
'Brian J. 'B(acfer6y 
Wakefield, RI 
Ju(ia §. 'B(atzer 
Lynchburg, VA 
Accounting 
Westhampton College Honor Council 
'Radie( 'K. 'Boyl 
Malvern, PA 
Sociology; Elementary Education 
Kappa Alpha Theta, Class Cabinet 
Remember , no man is a failure who 
has friends. - Jimmy Stewart 
'Heatfier L. 'B(acffoy 
Ridgefield , NJ 
International Stud ies, Spanish; Anthro. 
Bonner , Kappa Alpha Theta , 
Phi Beta Kappa 
Thanks Mom & Dad for making all of 
my hopes and dreams possible! 
I love you both and couldn't have 
done it without you. 
Jonatfi.an 'M. 'B(ute 
North l<ingstown, RI 
Leadership Studies 
'Teresa '1. 'Bo11i 
Panama, Republic of Panama 
Business Administration; 
Women's Studies 
WILL 
The future belongs to those who believe 
in the beauty of their dreams . 
- Eleanor Roosevelt 
'1Janie{fe C. 'Braccia 
Ambler , PA 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
Whitney 'M. 'Bucffio{z 
Verona, NJ 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
jam.es joseyfi Cain 
Lancaster, PA 
History , Computer Science 
lnterVarsity, Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes, Debate Team 
But seek ye first the kingdom of God 
and His righteousness , and all these 
things shall be added unto you. -
Matthew 6:33 
Stacy 'M. 'Bromfey 
Chester Springs, PA 
French, History 
Equestrian Team, Stealing Home 
Scott '1J. 'Burton 
Stamford, CT 
Business Administration 
'Nico{e LaCFie{fe Carny 
Wallingford, CT 
Biology ; Spanish 
Cigna and Excel Scholar , NGOMA , 
UM OJA, WC Judicial council, Golden 
Key, Tri-Beta 
Put God first 
'Kristen 'E. 'Brown 
Richmond , VA 
Computer Science 
Student Admissions Representative , 
Advisory Council , Celebration Night , 
Kappa Alpha Theta , Orientation Advisor 
In small matters, trust the mind; in large 
ones, the heart. - Sigmund Freud 
'Batris 'M. Cadien 
Richmond , VA 
'Kate V. Cardi{{o 
Marlboro , NJ 
Business Administration 
_'Jonathan '}-( Carfson 
Duxbury, MA 
Leadership Studies; 
Business Administration 
Jepson Student Government Association, 
Jazz Ensemble 
• 
'Nancy'}-( Chasfo 
Newmanstown, PA 
Journalism 
'Kathryn Vir,qinia Christman 
Shepherastown, WV 
Studio Art 
56 seniors 
Matt M. Chad'inha 
Swansea, MA 
'Anne :E. Chiayyetta 
Weston, CT 
Journalism, Political Science 
Chris M . Ciefo 
Voorhees, NJ 
Biology 
'Ti_[f~nie S. Chan 
Richmond , VA 
English, Journalism 
Choeur du Roi, lnterVarsity 
"It is hard to be brave, 11 said Piglet , 
sniffing slightly, "when you're only a 
Very Small Animal. 11 Rabbit who had 
begun to write very busily , looked up an<! 
said: "It is because you are a very small 
animal that you will be Useful in the 
adventure before us. 11 -A. A. Milne 
'Francisco.']. Chinchif(a 
La Ceiba 
Computer Science, Math 
'Timoth1f .']. C(arey 
Ham6urg , NY 
Business Administrat ion 
'A.aam '.B. Cohan 
Richboro, PA 
Computer Science 
'Kencfra j. Corey 
Ashville, NY 
Leadership Studies 
Scott '.B. Crcfton 
Lower Gwynedd, PA 
Political Science, Economics 
Wafter 'M. Cook 
Mobile , AL 
History 
Lauren :E. Cormier 
Yorktown Heights, NY 
Stud io Art 
Scott 'R. Cutro 
Westfield , NJ 
Biology ; Chemistry 
'Kate :E. Coraenn er 
West Brandywine , PA 
Psychology 
'Ronaa L. Cox 
Strasburg , VA 
Psycho logy 
'Kojaworo(a 'M. 'Da6iri 
Lagos, Nigeria 
Bio logy 
CA/SO , VAC 
• 
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'Katfiryn 'M. 'Dalferes 
New Orleans, LA 
Psychology 
Carfos 'F. 'De Sa 
Lisbon 
Business Administration 
Cfiristina 'Jl. 'Deli([o 
Syosset, NY 
English 
'Alison 'B. 'Danko 
Newark, DE 
Accounting , 
Business Administration 
'Kara V. 'Deck.er 
Sea Girt, NJ 
Business Administration , 
International Business; History 
Blue-eyed boy meets a brown eyed 
girl ... ooh oooh the sweetest thing. -U2 
:Emmanu effa 'De(va 
Brooklyn , NY 
Chemistry 
Cfiristryfier C. 'Dautricfi 
Stafford , PA 
Finance; French 
The bad news is time flies . 
The good news is you're the pilot. 
-Michael Althsuler 
Pfiif iy §. 'Defelice 
Clifton Heights , PA 
Business Administration 
'Krista( S. 'Demys 
Portsmouth , VA 
Business Administration, Market ing 
WCGA, Alpha Kappa Alpha , 
Alpha Kappa Psi, Bonner Scholar 
No one can make you feel inferior 
without your consent. 
-Eleanor Roosevelt 
-
'Danie[ 'R. 'Derose 
Wyckoff, NJ 
Business Administration 
Lance 1vt.. 'Difrancesco 
Demarest , NJ 
Leadership 
Pau[ 'T'. 'Dreyer 
Belmont , MA 
Biology 
'Darren 'T'. 'Di 'Battista 
Lebanon,CT 
English 
Come not between the dragon 
and his wrath. 
-William Shakespeare, King Lear 
'Alison 1lvt 'Do[an 
Glen Allen, VA 
Curtis S. 'Dubay 
Ellington, CT 
Leadership Studies, 
Economics 
'Beth 'A. 'Dicafoaero 
Setauket, NY 
Political Science 
Laura P. 'Doo[ey 
Huntington, NY 
Biology 
Camden 'B. 'Ducharme 
Northampton, MA 
History 
• 
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Shar{aj. 'Dud"fey 
Dowswell, VA 
English 
'Kara 11.. :EiseCe 
Simsbury, CT 
Business Administration 
'Rory W. Ta{coner 
Hinsdale, IL 
Psychology; Leadership, History 
Kappa Alpha Order, Rugby, TCSGA 
• 60 seniors 
Shannon :E. 'Dunfee 
Cherry Hill, NJ 
English, Education Concentration ; Spanish 
Delta Delta Delta, Rho Chi, Young Life 
I wished to live deliberately, to front only 
the essential facts of life, and see if I could 
not learn what it had to teach, and not, 
when I came to die, discore that I had not 
lived. -Henry David Thoreau 
'Midiae{ T. :Enafisfi 
New Rochelle, NY 
Business Administration 
'Devon Taffon 
Valley Cottage, NY 
Studio Art 
'M.o{{ie S. :Eaton 
Huntingtown , MD 
Psychology ; Biology 
SpinnURs, Pi Beta Phi 
Joanne :E. :Evans 
Colonial Heights , VA 
Sociology ; Elementary Education , Dane? 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes , 
VIP tutor , Golden Key, 
Kappa Delta Pi 
'Mattfiew j. Tane{{i 
New Hope, PA 
Business Administration 
The greatest things in the world were 
accomplished by people too fool ish to 
realize they were impossible . 
'Danie[ (j. 'Fe[aman 
Columbia, MD 
Economics, Politcal Science 
Steyfien X. 'F[emin3 
Medfield, MA 
Sociology 
'.ECisa6etfi 'A.. 'Fourmont 
Vero Beach, FL 
English 
'.Erifa 1f. 'Fiest 
West Chester , PA 
Leadership Studies 
'Nico[os 'Fforiao 
Miami, FL 
Business Administration 
Justin 'D. 'Fox 
Ramsey, NJ 
Computer Science, Philosophy 
'.Micfiae[ L. 'Finn 
Corona Del Mar, CA 
Business Administration 
'Brianj. 'Foster 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Biology 
'.Micfie[Ce j . 'Fra3a[e 
Oreland, PA 
Accounting; Math , Dance 
University Dancer , WCCA Class Cabinet , 
Alpha Kappa Psi, Omnicron Delta Kappa 
Memories are the best souvenirs . 
• 
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'Aivaro S. 'Frai(e 
Madrid 
Business Administration 
'Kathryn 'M. §ardner 
Leawood , l<S 
History 
:E,ric § enco 
Fallston, MD 
Business Administration , 
Accounti ng 
'Be~amin C. §ajewsfi 
Bentleyville, OH 
Business Administration 
'Thomas '13. §ardner 
Martinsville , VA 
Music 
'Michae( P . §i( es 
Camden-Wynoming , DE 
Finance 
Pi l<appa Alpha , Campus Recreation 
Intramural Superv isor 
Good t imes. 
'Ryan §anfey 
Greensboro , NC 
Business Administration 
:E,dward §at es, :Jr. 
Richmond , VA 
Business Ad m inistrat ion , 
Management Systems Concentration 
RC Residence Life Staff, 
Peer Advisor and Mentors Program , 
CIGNA Scholar , lnterVarsit y 
Proverbs 3:5-6 
L aur en W. § iff 
Ellicott City , MD 
Business Adm in istrat ion 
Christianne 'M.. §o[dman 
Olney, MD 
Business Administration, Spanish 
'Jl..aron L. §raham 
Richmond, VA 
Leaders hip Studies; Sociology 
FCA, Charity Family Life 
Seek first the t<ingdom of God and His 
righteousness and all these things 
will be added unto you . 
-Jesus 
'M.ary L. §riffi 
Chevy Chase, MD 
Eng lish, Spanish 
'Brian 1-f. §oodwin 
Bellaire, TX 
Business Administration 
'Ke[(y 'M. §ribb in 
Severna Park, MD 
Leadership, Psychology 
WCGA Pres, Class of 2002 Pres, OD!<, 
SAR, Delta Delta Delta , Catholic Campus 
Ministry , Schola Cantorum , OA, Spidey, 
Psi Chi, Phi t<appa Mu , Golden t<ey 
Though the days went so fast , in my 
heart they'll always last. 
'Bonnie 'M. §rysf.o 
Toms River, NJ 
Sociology 
'Brooke 'M. §oodwin 
Newbury , MA 
Business Admi nistration 
Jennifer L. §rijfin 
Millvil le, MA 
Political Science 
Jordan 'M.. §urson 
Pittsburg , PA 
Bio logy 
,..e.-! 
~ -
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Laura S. '}{atfaaa 
Metairie, LA 
Leadership Studies, 
Women's Studies 
'A66y C. '}{ammer 
Acton, MA 
Women's Studies 
Sfienee L. '}{asfe(( 
Richmond, VA 
Women's Studies 
64,seniors 
'Davia 'B. '}{affiy 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Business, Economics 
University Players, Carver Promise 
Say not I have found the truth but that I 
have found a truth. -Gibran 
'Kathi/ L. '}{arris 
Midlothian, VA 
'Krista J. '}{atcfi 
Doylestown, PA 
English 
'Kristen 'B. '}{a(( 
Richmond, VA 
Business Administration 
rfijfany L. '}{arvey 
Columbia , MD 
Politica l Science 
Bonner , CIGNA, Varsity Track & Field 
Thank you God for opportunity and 
blessings. It is my prayer that I live my 
life pleasing to you and that you dwell i,1 
my heart and mind at all times . Thank 
you for my family , fr iends, and talents. 
·1 ..····~-.-·. " -._. . _., 
'\ 
Jason 'M. '}{atcfier 
Manassas, VA 
Accounting 
'Kevin 'T. 'Heffernan 
Franklin Lakes, NJ 
English , Criminal Justice 
'Katia V. 'Herminia 
Coral Gables, FL 
Biology 
Laura 'A.. '}[o8an 
Catonsville , MD 
Leadership, Political Science 
'epson Student Government Association , 
VP Academic Affairs Richmond Forum 
socrateans, WC Judicial Council , Student 
Admissions Rep, Writing Fellow 
It was my destiny to join in a great 
experience. -Hermann Hesse 
:Jeffrey 13. 'Heft 
Hudson, OH 
Business Administration 
'Eric 'ltines 
Holliston, MA 
Leadership Studies , 
Business Admini stration 
'Travis 'R. '}[orak. 
Roanoke, VA 
Sociology 
Cftarfotte 'A.m6er '}[enry 
State College , PA 
Chemistry 
joFin '}[_ 'ltines 'JV 
Ambler , PA 
Business Administration 
'A.[(ison 'K. '}[ouseFiofrer 
Belton, MO 
'Kate Sio6fian 'Haward' 
Ghent, NY 
Theatre 
Josfi.ua 'M. 'JfAen 
Denver, PA' 
Leadership Studies 
Jepson Student Government Association, 
Phi Delta Theta 
Yesterdays are over my shoulder , so I can't 
look back for too long. There's just too 
much to see waiting in front of me and I 
know that I just can't 90 wrong. 
-Jimmy Buffet 
'Tinesfi.a S. Jefferson 
Pelham, NC 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
• 66 seniors 
Jennifer L. 'Hoyt 
Hinsdale, IL 
Political Science 
'Ea 'Jl. Jacfson 
Saint James, NY 
Chemistry 
Jae Y. Jeon8 
Silver Spring, MD 
Psychology 
'Xim6erfe11 §. 'Hri6ar 
Cranford, NJ 
Business Admin istration 
Cnaneffe La'Teece Jefferson 
Chesterf ield, v/.; 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies, Sociology 
Umoja, Public/ Commun ity Liason, WILL, 
Tuckahoe Mentor , CIGNA Scholar, Bonner 
Scholar, WCGA Senate, Resident Assistant , 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc., VP 
"For I know the plans I have for you " says the 
Lord, "They are of good and not evil, To gi w 
you a future and hope. " Jeremiah 29:11. 
Steyfi.en W. Jonnson 
Naperville , IL 
Engl ish 
Stev en Cfiristryfi er Jo nes 
Richmond , VA 
Accounting 
Club Baseball, 
Football Manag er 
ju He L 'Kimme( 
Reston , VA 
Engl ish 
'Kim6er(1J :E. 'Kircfier 
Dal las, TX 
Spanish 
Sa6rina S. jose_pfi 
Port of Spain 
Bio logy 
'lsrae( 'D. 'Kina 
Sartell, M N 
Economics 
:Erik j. 'K(e6ers 
Port Washi ngton, NY 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
'Ricliard :E. 'Karfron, jr . 
Downingtown, PA 
Business Administration, Economics 
Pi Kappa Alpha, UR Ambassador 
You can only find truth with logic if you 
have already found truth without it . 
-G.K. Chesterfield 
'Katlierine 'M. 'Kinsman 
South Windsor , CT 
Leadership Studies 
Laura :E. 'Knouse 
Carlisle , PA 
Psychology 
'A.[(ison 'R. 'Knox 
Westford, MA 
Biology 
'Tihomir S. 'Kostadinov 
Sofia, Bulgaria 
Biology 
Phi Beta l<appa, Pi Mu Epsilon 
Carpe diem. 
Jana Sadie 'Krakow 
Atlanta , GA 
Business Administration , Marketing 
Concentration ; Spanish 
Honor Council , UR Roadrunners Club 
Do unto others as you would have 
~ them do unto you . 
oo 
1
seniors 
Chae£ 'D. 'KocFr.e( 
West Allenhurst, NJ 
Computer Science 
'Minas J . 'Kourouafos 
Guilderland, NY 
Computer Science 
'Mike P. 'Kraus 
Warwick , NY 
Philosophy 
'Michele C. 'Koc(anes 
Pelham, NY 
Leadership Studies ; 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
Basketball , Baseball, Speech Consultan t 
Rhetoric Fellow , 
Wellness Center Office Assistant 
A goal is a dream with a deadline. 
'Davia 'M. 'Koye 
Westfield , NJ 
History 
'Anna 'A.. 'Kro( 
Durham , NC 
Chemistry , Biology 
'Tfiomas P. Xu6icki 
York, PA 
Economics, Finance 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
§a6rie{ P. Laryea 
Falls Church , VA 
Business Administration 
Steyfianie 'B. L ee 
Lakeville, CT 
Psychology 
'Me3an S. Xu(p 
Milford, Ml 
History, Classical Civilization 
josfiua :E. Laws 
Genoa, OH 
Political Science 
Sean W. 'R. Lenz 
Glyndon, MD 
Business Administration 
jonatfian 'M. Lam6 
Richmond, VA 
Business Administration 
'Noeffe :£. Lecrone 
Waco , TX 
Sociology 
'A.aron '1J. Li6er 
Medfield, MA 
Business Administration 
• 
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Jessica 'Jl Linaner 
Torrington, CT 
Accounting, Computer Science 
Alpha l<appa Psi 
'Tracey 'D. Logan 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 
Political Science 
Sonja 1Jvl.. 'Madera 
Castle Rock, CO 
Jessica Y. Liu 
Sao Paulo 
Business Administration 
'Marf J. Lamanna 
Londonderry, NH 
Music, Latin 
Christina 'M. 'Maaison 
Woodbridge, VA 
Business Administration 
'Kristen :£. Loefi.r 
Riverwoods, IL 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
Stacey :£. 'Macfi.onis 
Fredericksburg , VA 
Business Administration 
Delta Delta Delta , Colden l<ey, 
Celebration Night Committe , 
Residence Hall Association , lntramurals 
'Melissa 'Monaeffo 
Ossining, NY 
Biology , Sports Science 
Alpha Chi Omega, 
Alpha Phi Omega, WILL 
\ 
'Danie((e 'M. 'Marconi 
Fallston, MD 
Business Administration, 
Journalism 
Syencer W. 'Martin 
San Diego, CA 
International Studies, Spanish 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
From the master of life descending. I the 
friend of man, Mondamin come to warn you 
and instruct you how by struggle and by labor 
you shall gain what you have prayed for. Rise 
up from your bed of branches. Rise O youth , 
and wrestle with me. -Longfellow 
Conard '13. 'Mattox , '1V 
Richmond, VA 
English 
'Kate L. 'Markey 
Newtown, PA 
Psychology; Elementary Education 
Alpha Chi Omega, 
Orientation Advisor , WCGA Senate 
Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop 
and look around once in awhile , you 
could miss it. 
Lisa 'Jl. 'Martinez 
Richmond, VA 
'.:EJena 'Mazzuca 
Indiana Mills , NJ 
Business Administration , 
Finance & Management Systems 
Concentrations; Sociology 
'Meaan L. 'Marsfia(( 
Belair , MD 
Business Administration 
'Katfiryn L. 'Mat erna 
South Burlington , VT 
Leadership Studies , 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
'Ro6ert :J. 'Mc'Jl[{ister 
West Chester, PA 
Marketing , 
International Business; French 
l<appa Alpha Order, Club Roller Hockey 
You've got one life here to make 
it for the movie~.AAA.:-~r ~ 
~ 71 
'Micfiae[ S. 'McCa6e 
Hammondsport, NY 
Political Science 
~fiza6etfi L. 'McCormick 
Fairfield, CT 
History; English, Women's Studies 
Delta Gamma, WILL, VAC 
"Live and let live." 
'Kristen 'M. 'Mc'Ha[e 
Williamsburg, VA 
Political Science, American Studies 
• 72 seniors 
Jeannine 'M. 'McCartfiy 
Freehold, NJ 
Sociology, Spanish 
Joe[ 'D. 'McCormick 
Chesapeake, VA 
Computer Science 
Jufie 'A.nn 'Mc'Miffan 
Upper St. Clair, PA 
Theatre , English 
University Players, Alpha Psi Omega, 
Kappa Alpha Theta, 
Writing Across the Curriculum 
Let he who would move the world first 
move himself. 
'Neara 'Marie 'McC(yae ~ 
Mitchellville, MD 1 
Theatre; Dance, Leadership Studies 
Ngoma African Dance Company, Umoj a 
Gospel Choir, Omicron Delta Kappa 
We all do 'DO, RE, ME' but you have got 
to find the other notes for yourself. 
-Louis Armstrong. 
'Ro6in ~- 'Mc§ee 
Atlanta, GA 
Psychology 
Caroline 'M. 'Mc'lfamee 
North Providence, RI 
Accounting 
'M.icfie(fe ':Natafia 'Mendez 
Fredericksburg , VA 
WCGA Vice President , 
l<appa Alpha Theta , WILL, 
Student Admissions Representative, 
Golden l<ey, PAD 
Juaitfi '1vt. 'M.i(fer 
Westwood , MA 
Business Administration, 
Marketing Concentration 
American Marketing Association, 
Beta Gamma Sigma, Golden l<ey, 
t<appa Alpha Theta, Psi Chi 
Don't cry because it 's over, 
smile because it happened. 
§regory J . 'M.ifos 
Hopewell Junction, NY 
Business Administration 
Joseyfi 'F. 'Meyer '1'1'1 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Psychology 
Alpha Phi Omega, Honor Council , Golden 
t<ey, Psi Chi, Martial Arts Club 
United with reason, imagination is the 
mother of all art and the source of all its 
beauty . -Francisco de Goya y Lucientes 
Sandra 'Miffer 
Panama City, Panama 
Biology 
lnterVarsity , International Club 
Continent , city, country, society: the 
choice is never wide and never free. 
-Elizabeth Bishop 
'Maria Susana 'Mofina 
Quito 
Business Admini str ation 
r:Brent '1. 'M.iffer 
Richmond , VA 
History 
'Tracey L 'Miffer 
Carmel , IN 
Sports Science 
Omnicron Delta l<appa, 
Honor Council , Pi Beta Phi, 
Pegasus, Phi Beta Delta 
'Aust in 'D. 'Morda 
Yonkers , NY 
Business Administration 
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Wi{(iam §. 'Moraan 
Knoxville, TN 
English 
'Matthew 'D. 'Mu{aoon 
Lafayette Hill, PA 
Biology 
'Bret 'R. 'Myers 
Richmond, VA 
Laura S. 'Morris 
Los Altos, CA 
International Studies , Spanish 
FCA, /nterVarsity, International Club 
Of making many books there is no end, and 
much study wearies the body. No wail has 
been heard; here is the conclusion of the 
matter; fear God and keep his commandments, 
for this is the whole duty of man. 
Sarah 'Marie 'Muffer 
Riverton , CT 
Biology; Religion 
Beta Beta Beta, Theta Alpha Kappa, 
Golden Key, Phi Eta Sigma 
Long you live and high you fly and smiles 
you'll give and tears you'll cry 
and all you touch and all you see is all your 
life will ever be. -Pink Floyd 
Ste_phen §. 'Nece(, jr. 
Business Administration, Management 
System Concentration; Spanish 
Varisty Soccer, Richmond Kickers 
Live the Game! -Pele 
Ridgewood , NJ 
Accounting 
7 4 I seniors 
'Kristin 'M. 'Morrow 
Gahanna , OH 
Political Science 
Pau{a ~ - 'Munafo 
Wayne , PA 
Business Adm inistration 
jaaa-Star 'Neea(eman 
Powhatan , VA 
Business Adm inistrat ion, 
Marketing Concentrat ion 
SpinnUrs 
§r egory 'M. rifewa[ 
Hampton, VA 
Spanish, International Studies 
Alpha Phi Omega, Sigma Delta Pi, 
Phi Beta Delta, Phi Eta Sigma, 
University Players, Golden Key 
Sarah :E. 'Ni.ckerson 
Cos Cob, CT 
Leadership Studies 
'Thomas V. 'Northro_p 
North Haven , CT 
Political Science, Economics 
Christo_pher 'R. 1f ewcom6 
Scarsdale, NY 
Political Science 
'Jlmanaa L 'Noe[[ 
Bedford, VA 
Sociology, Art 
:Erin Leigh O''Brien 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Leadership Studies, Journalism 
Honor Council, Class Cabinet 
It is easy in the world to live after the world 's 
opinion . It is easy in solitude to live after our 
own. But that great man is he who , in the 
midst of crowd , keeps with perfect sweetness 
the independence of solitude. - R. W. Emerson 
'Anica 'Jl. 'Ni.chofson 
Wie sbaden, Germany 
Political Science, German Studies 
Model United Nations 
Make the most of yourself, 
for that 's all of you. 
-Ralph Waldo Emerson 
:Erin 'M. 'No[an 
Severna Park, MD 
Accounting 
'Margaret :E. O'Conor 
Wellesley , MA 
Chemistry 
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'M.egfian O'Su((ivan 
Basking Ridge, NJ 
Political Science 
:Jennifer:£. Owens 
Xenia, OH 
History 
§eorge Paya(exanclratos 
Athens 
Business Administration 
76 seniors 
Lufe :Jeremy Ofsen 
Northvale, NJ 
Marketing 
Pi l<appa Alpha 
Carpe Diem 
'Doug(as P. Ofson 
Duxbury , MA 
Chemistry 
Simon :J. Pao(a :Jacqueline 'M.arie Pa((as 
Wyomissing, PA 
Journalism, 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
Golden Key President , Club Basketball 
President/Founder, Collegian , 
Lambda Pi Eta, Omicron Delta Kappa 
Durban, South Africa 
Business Administration, Marketing & 
Management Systems Concentrations 
Bonner Scholar 
Steven 'N. Papera 
West Caldwell, NJ 
Business Administration; Leadership Studies 
Football, Club Baseball VP/Founder , Richmond 
Forum lsocrateens, Golden Key, Phi Eta Sigma, 
Beta Gamma Sigma, Mortar Board, 
E. Clairborne Robins School of Business Alumni 
Scholarship, Dean 's List 
If you think you can't, you're right. 
If you think you can, you 're right. 
-Ken Hatton 
'M.icfie((e 1l.. Parclee 
Berlin, MD 
Psychology 
'Kristin 'A.. Parker 
Washingtong Township , NJ 
Leadership Studies ; Women's Studies , 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
WILL, Delta Gamma, Community Partners 
Self -esteem isn't everything; 
it's just that there 's nothing without it. 
-Gloria Steinem 
Steyfianie 'K. Pat ineau 
Bloomington , MN 
Business Admin istr ation 
'Todd 'H. Parker 
Richmond, VA 
Business Adm inistration 
'Mary :Efiza6etfi ('Marisa) Pau(y 
Atlantic Beach, FL 
Rheto ric & Communication Studies, 
Spanish 
Pi Beta Phi, Speech Center 
It is only with the heart that one can see 
rightly ; what is essential is invisible to 
the eye. -Saint-Exupery 
Scott C. Penna 
Winchester, MA 
Business Administration 
'Katfifeen V. Pergament 
East Aurora , NY 
Business Administration 
'Kasfiyay P. Pate( 
Garden City, NY 
Criminal Justice , History 
'Tiffany 'M.. Pender 
-'"Hampton, VA 
Biology; Studio Art 
People travel to wonder at the height of the 
mountains , at the huge waves of the seas, at 
the long course of the rivers, at the vast 
compass of the ocean, at the circular motion 
of the stars, and yet they pass by themselves 
without wondering. -st . Augustine 
'A.my 'N. Pickering 
New Canaan, CT 
English 
• 
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'Brian 'Jl Pietras 
Richmond, VA 
Political Science 
~Uza6etfi '.i\1. Porter 
East Corinth, VT 
Business Administration 
john 'M. Presser 
Ft . Wayne , IN 
Biology, Rhetoric & Communication 
Studies 
78 Iseniors 
'Ricfiara V. Poiaomani 
Garden City, NY 
Computer Science 
'Branat 'D. Portut3a[ 
Exton , PA 
Biology 
Cfiristoyfier 'M. 'Reahage 
Lincoln , NE 
Leadership Studies 
'Danie[ 'M. Ponisciaf 
Fox Chase Manor , PA 
Psychology 
Catholic Campus Min istr y, BACCHUS 
Ya gotta know the rules if you 're 
gonna play the game. 
-Rob Brown 
'Kevin 'R. Powe[[ 
Furlong , PA 
Leadership St udies 
'.i\1.attfiew S. 'Reinafer 
Lancaster , PA 
Leadersh ip Stud ies, 
Rhetoric & Commun ication Stud ies 
Candice 'E. 'Renfa 
Vernon, NJ 
English 
:James 'R. 'Rice, :Jr. 
Ashland, VA 
Sport Management; Business 
Ultimate Frisbee Team 
I love shooga waves. 
jonatfian W . 'Ro66ins 
Smithfield, VA 
Physics, Computer Science, Mathematics 
Phi Beta l<appa, Golden l<ey, 
Sigma Pi Sigma, Mu Alpha Theta 
When I examine myself and my methods 
of thought , I come close to the 
conclusion that the gift of fantasy has 
meant more to me than my talent for 
absorbing positive knowledge. 
'Bind'fiya j. 'Reu6en 
Fallston,MD 
Business Administration 
:Jamieson L 'Ricfiardson 
Clarksville, VA 
American Studies 
'M.egan S. 'Ro6ertie 
Richboro, PA 
Biology 
Laurie 'K. 'Rhoads 
Hummelstown, PA 
Spanish 
:James rffiomas S. 'Rieck 
Austin, TX 
Accounting 
rfayfor S. 'Ro6erts 
Business Administration 
Don 't gain the world and lose your soul, 
Wisdom is better than silver and gold. 
-Bob Marley , Zion Train 
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:Jeremy P. 'Ro((ison 
Fort Washington, MD 
French 
josfiua C. 'Roofe 
Honeoye Falls, NJ 
Business Administration 
'.Ann 'M 'Rwfcfocf 
Chagrin Falls, OH 
Business Administration 
s;I seniors 
'Ro6yn L 'Romer 
Vienna, VA 
Business Administration 
'Keitfi 'Rosica 
Miller Place, NY 
Psychology, History 
'Ryan 'M. 'Russo 
Orange,CT 
Business Administration 
jufia 'A. 'Romme[ 
Salisbury, MD 
Business Adminstration , 
Studio Art 
• . . ·, ··,; · .. ,. \
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Sarafi 'D. 'Ru6ino 
Mullica Hill , NJ 
Art History 
Caro(yn P. Samu e[ 
Belair, MD 
Business Adminstration , 
Studio Art 
'Rona[i 'E.. Samue[ 
Ashland, VA 
Sports Science 
'Nico[e 'K. Seiu[e-'Ross 
Dover, DE 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies, 
Sociology 
11.nna :J. Sfiaw 
Ellicott City, MD 
§rafiam 'B. Scfimidt 
Norwood Park Township , IL 
History 
Cfirista 'lvt. Semfo 
Columbia, MD 
Business Adminstration , Marketing & 
Management Concentrations 
Collegian , American Marketing Association 
I shall find each day too short for all the 
thoughts I want to think , all the walks I 
want to take, all the books I want to read, all 
the friends I want to see. 
Laur i 'B. Sfiei6[ey 
Spring City , PA 
Journalism 
Caro[yn 'lvt. Sear 
Rocfiester , NY 
Biology 
'E.dmoncC Qt Serafin 
New York , NY 
English 
'lvtarf 11.. Sfior6 
York, PA 
History , Philosophy 
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'Megan X. Simmons 
York, PA 
Accounting 
•
' ! I 
•, 
' 
• 
§igi 'A.. Smith 
Nassau 
Chemistry, Biology 
IJ3ethany S. Smocer 
Pittsburgh, PA 
Leadership Studies 
82 seniors 
'1-leather X. Simyson 
Westfield, NJ 
Political Science; 
Leadership Studies, Spanish 
Club Soccer, Club Volleyball 
:Jennifer L Smith 
Portsmouth, VA 
Journalism, Religion 
'Tara L. Snyaer 
Raleigh, NC 
Accounting 
'Keffy X. S fura 
East Amherst , NY 
Accounting , 
Business Administration 
'Ryan 'F. Smith 
Penfield , NY 
Leadership Studies 
Laura L Syressert 
Springfield , NJ 
Business Administration 
Scott P. St. john 
Richmond , VA 
Religon 
'Mindy 'K. Stem6orski 
North Branford, CT 
'Xate 'M. St[uka 
Business Adminstration, Marketing 
Concentration; Music , Psychology 
WCGA Senate -- Auxiliary Affairs 
Committee Chair, Delta Gamma, 
Commencement Committee , Study 
Abroad 2000 -- Sydney, Australia , 
Class Cabinet 
:Jason 'Ji. St. OtifJe 
Shaker Heights, OH 
Finance; Economics 
Ph.i[[iy L. Stetfer 
Mechanicsburg , PA 
American Studies 
~mi{y 'N. Stowe 
Berryville, VA 
Biology 
'Xatfiy Steadman 
Houston, TX 
Business Administration 
'Aaron '.B. Stike 
Elkton, MD 
Chemistry 
Christoyfier 1J. Sturm 
Edison, NJ 
Rhetor ic & Communication Studies 
• 
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'Timotfiy P. Suffivan 
Hanover, MA 
Leadership Studies, Political Science, 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
'T'y[er :J. 'Taraiff 
Rumson, NJ 
Business Administration 
Lynn~ 'Tfiomyson 
Potomac, MD 
Business Administration, Marketing & 
Management; Rhetoric & 
Communication Studies 
Kappa Alpha Theta, Campus Recreation 
Aerobics Instructor 
• 
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'A.m6er M. Summers 
Kennett Square, PA 
Business Administration 
§uy '.B. 'Teacfiey 
Richmond, VA 
Journalism 
'Brian W. 'Thoms 
Dickerson, MD 
Business Administration, 
Sports Science 
'Tasha M. '.B. Swa6y 
Sports Science 
'A.nt3e(a :J. 'Teasaa(e 
Mt . Vernon, NY 
Computer Science; Math, Business, 
Women's Studies 
Ngoma African Dance Company, 
WILL, Tutoring 
People will forget what you said, peop l~ 
will forget what you did, but people wi 'I 
never forget how you made them feel 
Sarah M. 'Tonks 
Chesterfield , VA 
:Erin L. 'TorrelJ 
Salisbury, MD' 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies, 
Criminal Justice; Spanish 
Moel< Trial Team Captain, Phi Alpha 
Delta, Alpha Phi Omega, Jsocrateans, 
Mortar Board, Golden Key, 
Lambda Pi Eta, Phi Eta Sigma 
Life engenders life. Energy creates 
energy. It is by spending oneself that 
one becomes rich. -Sarah Bernhardt 
%J6ert C. 'Trout 
Canton Center, CT 
Business Administration, 
Accounting 
'Jfaoc 'T'fiuy 'Truong 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
Rhetoric & Communication Studies 
Carpe Diem 
'Mefissa 'M. 'Tozier 
Rockville, MD 
Business Adm inistratioin 
'Danieffe 'K. 'Troy 
Milford , CT 
Business Administration 
X.atfirtfn Curie 'Tunis 
CoTumbus, OH 
Leadership Studies 
WDCE 90.1 FM, 
Freedom House Volunteer 
'Brenna :E. 'Trautfi 
l<enner, LA 
Psychology 
'Meghan X. 'Troy 
Plainsboro , NJ 
Biology, Spanish 
Cfiarfes Wesfey 'Turiano 
Hollidaysburg , PA 
Economics , Political Science 
Varsity Golf Team 
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'Marifo 'llcfiiyama 
l<obe, Japan 
Music; Business Administration 
International Club, 
Alpha Phi Omega 
1\.ntonia 'F. Vason e 
Sao Paulo 
Criminal Justice, Sociology 
'Katie 1\.. Venson 
San Antonio, TX 
Business Administration , Finance 
Concentration ; Spanish 
• 86 seniors 
Scott 1\. 'llng erer 
Syracuse, NY 
Biology 
Stephen :E. Vecchione 
Township of Washington , NJ 
Journalism 
Phi Delta Theta 
-
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Wyatt P. Vince 
Mendham , NJ 
Business Administration 
Jarrea L. Vande 'Marf 
Bethe l, DE 
Accounting 
'Danie(']-( Vena 
Haddon Heights , NJ 
Business Admi nistrat ion 
'Bryan C. W~on er 
Medford, NJ 
Sociology 
Lesfee L. Wa((ace 
Benbrook, TX 
History 
Christo_pher 'D. Ward 
Leadership Studies, 
Business Administration 
'Kathfeen '1vt. Whee(er 
Glastonbury, CT 
Psychology, Education 
Delta Gamma , WCGA, 
Carver Promise 
'Efiza6eth '.fl. Wafsh 
Solon, OH 
Accounting 
Kappa Kappa Gamma , 
Honor Council, Golden Key, 
Phi Beta Delta 
'Kiameshia '.fl. Washington 
Richmond, VA 
'.Jlndrea 'N. Whit eis 
Wichita Falls, Texas 
I nternationa I Studies ; 
History, Spanish 
Equestrian Team, Alpha Chi Omega 
Lisa 'N. Wafters 
Hempstead, NY 
English; Women 's Studies 
Umoja Gospel Choir, Pres. Delta Sigma Theta, 
WILL, CIGNA Scholar, CIGNA Scholars 
Advisory Board, UR Praise Dance, Publicity 
Chair Multicultural Students Union 
Blessed is the man that endureth temptat ion: 
for when he is tried, he shall receive the 
crown of life, which the Lord hath promised 
to them that love Him. -James 1: 12 
Catherine 'Efiza6eth West 
l<noxville, TN 
Sports Science; Psychology 
Troubles will come and they will 
pass ... what you need is in your soul. 
-Lynard Skynard 
'Danie( 'B. Whitfock 
Richmond , VA 
Business Administrat ion , Finance 
Concentration; Classical Civilizations 
Robins School of Business Fund , 
Alpha Kappa Psi, Golden Key, 
Phi Eta Sigma , Eta Sigma Phi 
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'!fatfianie( L. Whitman 
Adams, MA 
Poliical Science 
Lisa 'N. Wi(comes 
Ridgefield, NJ 
Finance, Marketing; 
Urban Practice & Policy 
Sirens, University Scholar, Delta Delta 
Delta, Phi Beta Delta, Golden Key 
Do not cry because it is over. Smile 
because it happened. 
W. C(arf Wi((iams '1'1'1 
Richmond, VA 
Pol itica I Science 
Phi Kappa Alpha , lntervarsity, Club 
Rugby, FCA, VAC, United Methodist 
Student Organization 
Life is what happens when you 're 
• making other plans. 
88 seniors 
Linasey 'K. Wfiyte 
Glen Echo, MD 
Studio Art , Elementary Education 
Alpha Chi Omega, 
Varsity Swimming , Varsity Golf 
All things are possible to him that 
believes. -Mark 9:23 
'M. 'B(air Wi(cox, Jr. 
Richmond, VA 
Business Administration 
~fiza6etfi L. Womacf 
Atlanta , GA 
Business Administration , 
Political Science 
'Kyfe 'M. Wilmer 
Signal Mountain, TN 
Spanish 
Jeffr ey C. wif fiams 
Wi((iam ~ -Wri3fit 
Whitehouse Station , NJ 
Leadership Studies 
t 
I 
Sean ~ Wy3CYVsfy 
Lawrenceville, NJ 
Business Administration 
'Asfi.[ey 'B. Yates 
Fort Worth , TX 
International Studies, History 
Delta Delta Delta 
Angels can fly because they take 
themselves lightly. 
-Scottish Proveb 
'Aaam 'R. Youn3 
South Australia 
Business Administration 
'Danie[ S. Zimmerman 
Durham , NC 
Accounting 
Jonathan 'B. Zuricf 
Canton, OH 
Accounting 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Honor Council 
The past is already past--don't try to regain 
it. The present does not stay--don't try to 
touch it from moment to moment. The 
future is not come--don't think about it 
before hand ... -P'ang 
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student affairs 94 • richmond college dean's 
office 95 • westhampton college dean's office 96 • 
accounting 97 • art and art history 98 • biology 
99 • chemistry 100 • classical studies 101 • 
education 102 • english 103 • management 
systems 104 • marketing 105 • math and 
computer science 106 • military science 107 • 
music 108 • philosophy 109 • phys ics 110 • 
political science 111 • psychology 112 • rhetoric 
and communication studies 113 • sociology and 
anthropology 114 • chaplaincy 115 • 
Student ~ ......... airs
(left to right) Denise Johnston, Dr. Tinina Cade, Adraine Gibson, Dr. Leonard Goldberg 
'Richmond Co((e3e 
'Dean's 0 / ice 
(left to right, front row) Joan Lachows ki, Cat rina Wi 11 ia ms, Te rr y 
Zwerdling (back row) Dave l<eel, Megan Rapchick, Patrick Benner , Dan 
Fabian, Richard Mateer , Buzz Lambert 
Westhamyton Co((eae 
'Dean's O ......... ice 
(left to right/ front row) Laurie Neff, Melissa Jones, l<aty Moore, Betty 
Prince, Faye Ladd, Megan Munsey (back row) Samantha Ortiz, Juliette 
Landphair, Jennifer Smith , Cindy McGuire, Elizabeth Sheehan 
l 
'Accountin3 
(left to right) Marshall Geiger, Raymond Slaughter, Paul Clikeman, 
Joe Hoyle, Darrell Walden 
Mark Rhodes, Charles Johnson, Richard Waller, Stephen Addiss 
'Bio(ogy 
(left to right) John Hayden, Mary Farrell, Deb Wohl, Gary Radice, Peter 
Smallwood, Ronie l<ingsley , l<rista Stengler , Joan Pietras, Mary Ann 
Stewart. Not Pictured: John Bishop, Rafael de Sa, David Freier, Valerie 
l<ish, Paula Lessem, Andrey Matveyev , Joesph Mitchell, Maren Reiner, 
Penny Reynolds, David Smith 
chemistry 
(left to right, front row) Dr. Stuart Clough, Dr. Michelle Hamm , Dr. Robert 
Ferguson, Mrs. Geraldine Ferguson, Dr. Suzanne O'Handley (second row) 
Mr. Russell Collins , Dr. Christopher Stevenson , Mrs. Carol Chase, Mrs. 
Amanda Mallory (thrid row) Dr. John Gupton, Dr. Rene l<anters 
C(assica( Studies 
(left to right) Walt Stevenson, Julie Laskaris, Michae l Compton , Daniel 
Smith, Dean Simpson, Not Pictured: Stuart Wheeler 
~ducation 
(left to right , back row) Dr. Patricia Stoht-H unt, Mrs. l<im Joyce, (front row) 
Dr. Leslie l<eiler, Dr. Mavis Brown, Mrs. Mary Ewing. Not Pictured : Dr. David 
Moore 
(left to right) Anthony Russel, Tom Allen, Raymond H ii lard, Allen 
Loxterman, Edward Larkin, Robert Nelson, John Marx , Louis Tremaine 
'Manaaement Systems 
(left to right) Dr. Neizh Altay , Dr. D. Neil Ashworth , Lew is A. Litteral , Dr. 
Joesph E. Coombs, Dr. R. Duane Ireland 
' 
'Marketina 
(left to right) Dr. l<evin Webb, Dr. Thomas Myer s, Dr . Nancy Ridgw ay, 
Dr. Terry Weisenburger, Dr . Harold Baab 
'Mathematics and 
Comyuter Science 
(left to right/ front row) l<athy Hoke, Bill Ross, Mohammed Abouzaid, Erin 
Collins (second row)Anne Hines, Libbie Geiger, Della Fenster, Andrew Hearin , 
James Davis, Sarah Thompson, Jonathan Robbins, Anita Hubbard, Douglas 
Szajda (third row) Francisco Chinchilla, Lester Caudill, Meredith Moorely, Greg 
Hofbauer, Brian Wyman, Chris Toth, Michael l<erckhove, Lewis Barnett, Adam 
Weever, Ben Alvis, John Hubbard, Arthur Charlesworth 
' 
'MiUtary Science 
(left to right, front row) MSG Michael l<ennedy, Ms. Dana Owen, Ms . 
Lynn Sims, SGT Carol l<eeler, Ms. Sandy Benoit, LTC Donald Lash (back 
row) MSG James Carver, CPT Frank Cook, Major l<enneth Woodburn, 
SGT Bradford Bethea, Major Steven Scheweichler , ZLT Frank Jennings 
'Music 
(left to right / front row) Jennifer Cable, Gene Anderson (second row) 
Lynn Hooker, Mary Jennings, Richard Becker, Joanne l<ong, Bonlyn Ha ll 
(third row) Jeffery Riehl, Benjamin Broening 
Phi{osoyhy 
(left to right) James Rachels, Miriam McCormick, Geoff Goddu, Ladelle 
Mcwhorter, James Hall. Not Pictured: Nancy Schauber, Gary Shapiro 
(sabbatical) 
Physics 
(left to right) John Garvey, Dr. Mirela Fetea, Dr. Mike Vineyard, Dr. Gerard 
Gilfoyle, Dr. Gerry Mccelland, Janice Seaton . Not Pictured: Andrew Hall, 
Phil Rubin 
Po{itica( Science 
(left to right/ front row) Daniel Palazzolo, Arthur Gunlicks , Hamideh 
Sedghi (second row)Vincent Wang , Patricia Thiel , Sheila Cara pico, Jennifer 
Erkulwater (third row) Jimmy l<andeh, Akiba Covitz (fourth row) John 
Whelan, John Outland 
Psycho(oay 
(left to right / front row) Dr. Julie Grant , Dr. Catherine Bagwell, Dr. Barbara 
Shelley, Dr. Jane Berry (back row) Dr. Ping Li, Dr. Craig l<insley, Dr. Vincent 
Brown, Dr. Fred l<ozub, Dr. Scott Allison 
I 
'Rhetoric 8t 
Communications 
(left to right, front row) Linda Hobgood, Jean Hodges , Marilee Mifsud, 
l<evin l<uswa (back row) Erin Sahlstein, Scott Johnson , David Thomas 
Socio(oay and 
'Antliro_po(oay 
(left to right) Joe Obi, Ray Wingrove , Joan Neff , Jenn ifer Nourse , Regine 
Jackson, Carol Wharton, Susan Stewart , Ted Lewellen. Not Pictured: l<eo 
Cavaalcanti 
'University 
chay(aincy 
(left to right/ front row) Susan Hudgins, Camisha Jones, Martha Britton, 
Grace Holcomb (back row) Laurie Graham, David Burhans, Robert Moore 
I ' ft 't -
: , ' 1 
' 
" Being a University Player has really given me a 
foothold. It's not only a learning environment 
but a social environment and a support network." 
O Cfiristayfier §am6(ee-Wa(fenc[f ack, '05 
• 
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The Collegian 121 • Golden l<ey, Habitat for Human ity 
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University Dancers, University Players 130 • WDCE, 
Women Involved in Living and Learning 131 • 
Baptist 
Student 
Union 
Alpha Phi Omega 
(I tor. front row) Shel!), Mclamb, Kevin Romero, (second row) Alanna Rice, Kim Logan, Jenny Rader, Lauren Bimley, Sonja Madera, josh 
laws, Liz Sanglier, Melissa Mondello, Lauren Oleson, Katie Gardner, Keith Rosica (third row) lackie (lister , Taylor Clark (fourth row) 
Leslee Wallace, Greg Newall, Erin Wall, Mike McDonald, Andrea Barra, France Lin, Tara Traynor, Tyrone Hanley, Al[yson Ladley, Nick 
Sciullo, Emi[y Carveth, Tiffany Broadbent, Tiffany Pender, Catharine Archer, Krisry Shih (fifth row) Alex Marks, len Kozel. Kel[y 
Mitchell. Andrea Long, Janna Taraba, Kristin Fuchs, Will Pelkey, Anne Schwalbe, Kel!Y Heilmann, Mike Clements, Ed lackson, Anne 
Hines, lason Ritter, (sixth row) lesse Pinchot, Eric Fleming, lessie Forslund, lanelle Hubert. Mike Goff, Brad Pinkos 
• 
11 or anizations 
Bonner Scholars 
Campus 
Activities 
Board 
(left to right. front row) Matt 
Paladino. Kara Stablein, Kel!,y 
Gyenes. Niki Herr (second 
row) Mol!,y Wells. Elisabeth 
Edelman. Randy Sylvester, 
Emi!,y Ward (third row) lessica 
Woods. jen Pevar, Amy 
McMullen, Gillian Langlois, 
Renee Szymanik, Danielle 
Orron. Janelle Perron Jennings 
Cheerleading 
(left to right, front row) 
Melis sa Thomas, Lia 
Vuncannon, Romney 
Smith , Gigi, Sarah Devoe, 
Becca Previs (back row) 
Danielle Morris, Katie 
O'Gorman, Allie LaBuz, 
Brandon Morocco, Lizzie 
Sauvein, Katie Roselli 
Choeur du Roi 
(left to right, front row) A ll ison Kane, Tiffanie Chan, Elizabeth Bush. Bailey Hampton (second row) Jake Monaco, 
Jennifer Brown , Lauren Bailey, Jennifer NaQuin, Brett Ambler , Laura Knouse (third row) Jeremy Dunn , Randy 
Resnik, Tom Trayer. Ben Dietrich, Steve Barkley. Not Pictured : Amy Vest 
• 
120 or anizations 
, Class of 2004 Cabinet 
(left to right. front row) Deana Spundarelli. Jessica Schwartz. Lindsey Stewart. Amy Neubauer. Tricia Radford. 
Nadia Moshtaghi. Anne Fitzgibbons. Laura Burleson (backrow) Jen Hansen. Stephanie Hoffman. Lyndsay Smoak. 
Ellen Brooks. Melissa McDonald. Andrea Roscoe. Jessica Bigsby 
Collegian 
(left to right. front 
row) Brian Pagels, 
Wendy Jenkins. Jenni 
Smith. Lauri 
Sheibley. Sarah 
Gregory. Nancy 
Chaska. Sara 
Scavongelli (back 
row) Jeff Watson. 
Ryan Bonner. Preston 
Knight, Christa 
Semko, Burt Teachey 
Golden 
Key 
(left to right. front 
row) Tim Carmon. 
Olivia Kohler, 
Caroline Elkins, 
Jackie Pallas, Krisry 
Witkowski, Kerry 
O'Brien (second row) 
Max Vest. Elise 
Bonislawski, Kristin 
Adkins (third row) 
Kristin Boes, Deanna 
Ward, Collen Neville 
Not Pictured: Megan 
O'Sullivan, Laurie 
Rhoades, Lanier Hall, 
Rebekah Casner 
Habitat For Humaniry 
(left to right. front row) Jessica Daniel. Stephanie Burliss. Lisa Rios. Linnea Westerberg 
(second row) Wait Aumann, Kristen Kearney, Becky Brenner, Laurie Gingrich. Hughes Bates, Neil Singh 
ufj orc9anizations 
/ 
Honor Counci I 
lnterVarsiry 
Multicultural Students Union 
(left to right. front row) Mimi Lumeh, Kim Garnett , Tina Beecham (second row) Nicole Cavadini, 
Kara Lane, Courtney Bowe, Kristen Bandera (third row) Melissa lanes. Tiana Mayes, Mike 
Stallworth , Tiffani Harris, Diamond Mickleberry, lanelle Perron lennings 
uti oraanizations 
Poetry Symposium 
john Martin, Christine Varoutsos, Carrie O'Brien, Sam Keyes, Emi~ Carson 
Orientation 
Advisors 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
u-t1 o 8anizations 
Phi Beta Kappa 
Matthew Albin, Janice Baab, Lauren Bailey, Hannah Bate, Patrick Beasom. Caitlin Beidler, Jennifer Bernard, Heather Blackley, 
Kristin Boes, Elise Bonislawski, Laura Ann Boyd, Kristen Brown, Antzu Chu, Kate Cordcnner, Shannon Dunfee, Karianne Earner-
Sparks, Thomas Gardner, Laura Hogan, Kel!,y Johnson, LaTonya Joyner, Israel King, Laura Knouse, Michelle Levender, Mark 
Lomanno, Perry Maddox. Sonja Madera, Kathryn Markey, Viren Mascarenhas, Laura Morris, Sarah Muller, Elizabeth Peiffer, Ryan 
Pyles, Candice Renka, Jonathan Robbins, Bethany Smocer, Leslee Wallace, Tara Arness. Theresa Goulde, Kel!,y Hackett, Robert 
Mentz 
Kappa 
Delta Pi 
(pictured) Jamie 
Richardson, Jen Owens, 
Clare Tupper, 
Karianne Earner-Sparks, 
Dr. Mavis Brown, Ms. 
Kim Joyce, Dr. David 
Moore. (new members) 
Asha Bengal, Danielle 
Braccia, Catherine 
Burgess, E!,yssa Covieo, 
A[ysson Crandall, 
Andrea DelMonte, 
Valerie Harris, Amy 
Hopler, Eva Horn, 
Al I ison Houshower, 
Marianne Kinney, Susan 
Price, Anne Rieser, 
Lauren Schneider, 
Michael St. John, Sarah 
Taylor, Ellen Usher, 
Leslee Wallace 
Sirens 
(left to right, front row) Mol~ 
Terrenoire (second row) Sarah 
Hormell. Mary Yanovitch, 
Megan Sikorski. Ellen O'Nan 
(third row) Lauri Sheibley, 
Christina Delillo. Kerry Maher 
(fourth row) Amy Hopler. 
Christine Norris. Lisa 
Wilcomes, Caro~n Richie 
SpinnURs 
ut1 oraanizations 
Student Admissions Representatives 
(left to right, front row) Michelle Mendez, Ed Kenney. Laura Hogan, Renee Szymanik (second row) Alanna Rice, Marc 
Kaliser, Jeff Vergales. Bethany Smocer, Karen Puccia, Kate Noice. Jenny Hobgood. Ryan Babiuch. Viola Trebicka, Kelty 
Gribbin (third row) Sadie Simmons, Jessica Aber. Hoity Gordon. Dan Cellucci. Jamie Richardson. Kate Materna. Kristen 
Brown. Abbey Barden, Christina Madison. Carotyn Clements, Eric Fuhrman, Ka~ Young, Alison Frallare (fourth row) 
Ryan Kocher. Matt Bruning. Jennell Whitfield. Janelle Hubert. Ty rone Hanley 
Universiry 
Dancers 
Universiry Players 
• 
130 or anizations 
' 
WDCE 
(left to right. front row) Jan Paul Cruz, Kathryn Tunis, Graham Eng-Wilmot (second row) Herb King. Dan Inglis, Jana Smith. Emi!_y 
Zimmerman, Kevin Lingerfelt, Luke Van Gombos 
Women 
Involved • 1n 
Living and 
Learning 
Members of the Executive 
Board (left to right, front row) 
Vanny Huot (middle row) 
Allison Rivera, Lauren Miller. 
Emmanuella Delva (back row) 
Kel!_y Hackett, Robin Hoffman. 
Verena Leifmann, Candice 
Renka, Angela Teasdale 
" Just practicing with them every day encouraaef me so 
much --everyone was a (ealer by example, and it helped 
me to step up my game physically and mentally. 
'Kristen ']-[a6icfit, '05 
Sports in the 2001-2002 academic school year were 
like something never seen before as the Spiders made 
the switch to the Atlantic 10 Conference and had 
unprecedented success with many sports. 
The men's basketball team played in the NIT before head 
coach Jim Belein announced he would be leaving to coach 
at West Virginia. Women's basketball star Michele 
l<oclanes is widely anticipated to pursue a career in the 
WNBA. 
The swim team won the Atlantic 10 Championship with 
freshman Mary Adams setting new records every step of 
the way. The men and women's tennis team also won their 
respective Atlantic 10 championships and went onto the 
NCAA, a first for the men's team. 
The lacrosse team was led by their new coach Sue 
Murphy and transfer students Polly Purcell and Jen 
Cielewich who followed the coach from Boston University. 

02/ l 5 JMU W. 7-4 * 02/ 16 NC Slate 
W. 4-3 * 02/ l 7 The Citadel W. 4-3 * 
02/ l 9 VMI W, 9- 1 * 02/23 Albany W. 
5- 1 * 03/0 I Cleveland State w , 7-0 * 
03/02 C le:ve land Sta te w , 4 -3 * 03/ 
02 Cleveland State w, 14-2 * 03/05 
VMI W, I 0-2 * 03/06 VCU W, 2-1 * 
03 /08 NC State L , 4- 1 * 03/09 NC 
State W, 9-7 * 03/ l O NC State W, 2-4 
* 03/13 W&M W, 7-4 * 031 13 Virginia 
Tect 1 w, I 4-5 * 03/ I 6 Penn State 
w. 4-3 * 03/ 1 6 Penn State L , 2 -7 * 
03/19 GMU W, 10- 7 * 03/23 U Mass 
w. 10-0 * 03/23 u Mass w. 1 1-7 * 
03/24 U Ma ss W, 7-2 * 03/26 JMU 
W. 5-4 * 03/27 W&M W. 4-2 * 03/30 
Fordham w, 5-1 * 03/30 Fordham 
W , 6-5 * 03/3 1 Fordham W, 6 -5 * 04 / 
OJ ODU L , 4-7 * 04/03 JMU W, 9-4 * 
04 /06 St Josephs w. 1 0-2 * 04/06 
St Josephs w. 1 1-5 * 04/07 St 
Josephs W, I 2-3 * 04/09 ODU L , I 3-
9 * 04/10 JMU W, 9-5 * 04/13 
Duqu esne w, 4-0 * 04/ 13 Duquesne 
w, I o-o * 04/ 14 Duquesne w, 1 7-6 
* 04/16 UVA W, 15-6 * 04/17 UVA L, 
I 2- I I * 04/1 9 Xavier L , 2-1 * 04/ 
I 9 Xavier W, 2-0 * 04/20 Xavier w, 
7-3 * 04/27 GWU L , 4-2 * 04/27 GW U 
W. 7-5 * 04/29 GWU W, 11- 10 * 04/ 
30 vcu W, I 2- I I * 05/0 I Lib erty L , 
7-5 * 05/02 Lib e rty* 05/04 La Salle 
W. 8-1 * 05/04 La Sa lle W, I 7-2 * 
05/05 La Salle w, 6-0 * 05/08 
Radford w , I 3-1 * 05/09 Virginia 
Tec h W. I 9- 14 * 05/ I I Dayton W, 5-
1 * 05111 Dayton w , 3-2 * 05/12 
Dayton W, I 2-9 * 05/ I 7 Temple - A -
lo Championships w, 5 -3 * 05/ 1 8 
GWU - A-10 Championships W, 6-4 
* 05/23 GWU - A- IO Championship 
L , 6-4 * 05/24 GWU - A- I 0 
Championship Final w , 1 2-5 * 05/25 
GWU - A- IO Championsh ip Fina l L , 
6-4 * 05/3 I Navy - NCAA Regional 
W, I 5-5 * 06/0 I Wake Forest - NCAA 
Reg ion al W, 3-2 * 06/02 Wake Forest 
- NCAA Reg iona l L , 5 -4 * 06/02 
w a ke Forest - NCAA Regional w, 7-
5 * 06/07 Nebraska - NCAA Super 
Reg ional L , 2-0 * 06/08 Nebraska -
NCAA Super Hegiona l w, 6-2 * 06/ 
09 Nebraska - NCAA Super 
Reg ion al L. I 1-6 

I I / I 6 Appalacl1ian State W, 62-61 o I /26 Duqucsn W, 55-51 
I 1/24 UAB W, 60-59 o 1 /30 George wasl1ington W , 61-53 
I I /28 Hadford W, 62-52 02102 Xavier L, 64 -67 
I 2/0 I Va Commonwealt h L, 54-65 02/06 St. Bonaventur e W, 78 -66 
1 2/05 Mississippi Sta t L, 57-71 0211 o Dayton W. 63-54 
12/08 Char lo tte L, 42-62 02113 Saint Joseph's W, 61-59 
I 2/ I 7 Cincinnati L, 46-77 02/ I 6 La Salle L, 56-59 
1 2120 Mississippi State L , 72-74 02/20 Rhode Island w, 52-51 
1 212 1 Louisiana-Monro W, 80-58 02123 Georg e Washington L, 49-53 
12/22 SMS W, 67-60 02/2 7 I- ordham W, 67 -50 
12/28 va Military Institute L, 80-82 030/2 Duquesne W , 83 -57 
I 2/29 Cornell W, 52-41 03/07 St. Bonaventure W , 78-69 
o 1102 Wake Forest L, 52-67 03/08 La Salle W . 68-60 
o 1105 La Salle W, 77 -57 03/09 Xavier L, 60-73 
o I/ I 2 Xavier L, 62-72 03/ I 3 Wagner - NIT W, 74-67 
o I / I 6 Massachusetts W , 63-54 03/ 16 Montana State- NIT W, 63-48 
o 1 / 1 g Dayton L , 52-68 03/ 1 8 Minnesota - NIT w. 67-66 
o 1 /23 Temple W, 75 -68 3/ 20 Sy racuse - IT L , 46-62 
• 
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?-~\ without fear 
;Women's 
~ .I • basketball 
l '-): 
I I/ I 5 Virginia Tccl1 
I I/ I 9 Virginia 
1 1 /24 Kansas State 
I I /26 Arizona State 
1 I /29 William & Mary 
I 2/02 Marylc1nd 
1 2/05 va Commonwealth 
I 2/08 North Carolina 
I 2/ I 7 Liberty 
12/19 Mount St. Mary's 
1 2/29 East Carolina 
1 2/30 Saint Peter's 
o 1102 Fordham 
o I /05 Saint Joseph's 
0 I/ I I Rhode Island 
o I /13 Massachusc1ts 
01/17 Dayton 
o I 120 Xavier 
o 1/25 La Salle 
o 1 /27 George Washington 
0210 1 Duquesn 
02/03 Temple 
02/07 La Salle 
02/ 1 o George Washington 
02/ I 4 Duquesne 
0211 7 St. Bonaventure 
02-22 Dayton 
02-24 Xavier 
03/02 Massacl1usetts 
L , 62-76 
W, 77-72 
L , 63-85 
L , 57-68 
L. 85-88 
L, 70-79 
W, 100-64 
L, 69-99 
w, 84-71 
W, 87-78 
W, 78-65 
L, 82-89 
L, 53-75 
L. 66-87 
L. 77-83 
W, 58-41 
L, 84-91 
w, 93-73 
W, 95-74 
L, 87-88 
W, 95-61 
L, 63-69 
w, 84-52 
L, 80-85 
L, 78-89 
W, 104-95 
w, 89-87 
W, 83-71 
L,73-85 
women's 6ask.et6a[[ '139 

08/29 Longwood W, 6-2 
09/01 Radford W, 2-0 
09/02 Appalacl1ian St W, 3-1 
09/08 Cornell W, 2-1 
09/09 Towson W, 3-1 
09/19 Virginia L, 2-0 
09/23 Duke L, 3-0 
09/28 James Madison L, 3-2 
09/30 Nort11 Carolina L, 8-0 
10/03 American W. 2-1 
10/05 Va Commonwealth W, 3-0 
10/06 Ohio St L, 4-0 
10/13 Temple W, 1-0 
10/14 St. Joseph's L.0-2 
10/20 La Salle L, 2-1 
10/21 west Chester L, 1-2 
10/27 Massachusetts L, 2-1 
10/28 Rhode Island W, 1-3 
10/31 Georgetown W, 1-0 
1 1/03 UMass/A- 1 o Tourn. L, 2-1 
fie[iFwcfey j14l 

09/01 Virginia L, 17-16 
09/22 Vanderbilt L, 28-22 
09/29 Villanova L, 3 1-30 
10/06 Maine L. 14-3 
10/ 13 James Madison W, 20-17 
10/20 ortheastern L, 7-0 
10/27 Rhode Island W. 28-0 
11/03 Hofstra L , 35-21 
I 1/10 Delaware L, 10-6 
I 1/17 William & Mary L, 23-20 
11/23 Massacl1usetts W. 35-7 

09/08 Navy Fall Golf Classic I 2th 
09/22 JMU Golf Invitational 4th 
10/08 River Landing 1n1erco llcgiate 13th 
10/22 The Tillinghast 13th 
10/29 ODU/Seascape Collegime 17th 
02/18 Matlock Invitati onal 12th 
03/09 The Big Red Classi c 12th 
03/22 Furman Intercollegiate 17th 
04/05 Pirate Spring Interco lleg iate 12th 
04/12 Princeton Invitational 12th 
04/19 Atlantic Io Championship Sill 
04/27 Rutherford Interco llegiate I I th 

03/01 George town L. 15-6 
03/05/ American W, 21-7 
03/08 Virginia L, 18-4 
03/10 w Baltim o re W, 13 -6 
03/15 Virginia Tech W, 10-9 
03/19 George Washington W, 18-5 
03/21 Davidson W, 11-4 
03/24 Californ ia W, 14-6 
03/26 Old Domini on L, 16-7 
03/30 Johns 1 topk ins L. 14-8 
04/05 Ti mpl e L, 12 -11 
04/0 7 Mass W, 10-8 
04/12 Duquesne W, 17-5 
04/ 14 St. Bonaventure W, 18- 10 
04/2 1 La Salle W, 15-6 
04/26 aint Joseph 's W, 18-8 
05/03 A- 1 o Sernifinals-UMass W, 9-5 
05/04 A- I o Champions l1ip L , 14-8 
• (acrosse 147 

08/24 Maryland (EX.) L , 1-0 
08/31 Seton Hall T. 0-0 
09/02 Adelpl1i W, 3-0 
09/07 Duke L. 4-0 
09/08 NC State W. 3-1 
09/17 George Mason W, 1-0 
09/19 wake Forest L. 3- 1 
09/22 Va Commonwealth L. 2-1 
09/29 George Washington W, 2-1 
10/05 Dayton W. 1-0 
10/07 Xavier W. 2-0 
10/12 St. Jos ph' W. 2-0 
10/14 Temple W, 2-0 
10/19 Fordham L. 1-0 
10/20 La Salle W. 2-1 
10/26 Massachusetts L. 3-1 
10/28 Rl1ode Island L. 2 - 1 
I 1/02 St. Bonaventure W, 3-1 
11/03 Duquesne W. 2-1 
I 1/09 Rhode Island (A- IO Tourn) W. 1-0 
I I / I I Massa hus etts (A- Io Tourn) T, o-o. 
UM 4-3 PKs 
I 1/18 Fairfield W. 3-0 
• 
men's soccer 14 9 
. . ~ ~ 
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09/02 Clemson L, 4-0 
09/06 Maryland W, 1-0 
09/18 William & Mary L , 3-0 
09/25 George Washington W, 3-2 
09/29 George Mason L, 1-0 
10/02 James Madison L, 1-0 
10/05 Dayton L , 2-1 
10/07 Xavier W, 4-0 
10/09 Ya Commonwealth T, 3-3 
10/12 St. Joseph's W, 2-0 
10/14 Temple W, 1-0 
10/17 Virginia L, 3-0 
10/19 Fordham W, 2-0 
10/21 La Salle L, 2-0 
10/26 Massachusetts W, 2-0 
10/28 Rhode Island L, 1-0 
11/02 St. Bonaventure W, 3-0 
11/04 Duquesne W, 1-0 
11/09 La Salle/A- Io Tourn. W, 3-2 
I I I I I Dayton- A- Io Finals L, 2-1 
• 
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10/20 Delaware W, 187-l 13 
10/26 UMBC w. 182-118 
10/31 Virginia Tecl1 L, 162.5-131.5 
10/31 Radford W, 249-47 
11/02 College of CharlcstonNMI W, 147 -9 1 
I 1/03 Davidson W, 198-101 
11/08 William & Mary W, 153 - 147 
11/08 Georgia Southern W, 219-78 
11/10 Pennsylvania L, 152.5- I 4 7.5 
12/01 UVA Invitationa l 3rd place 
0 1/1 8 St. Francis W, 124-59 
01/26 James Madison W, 162- 138 
01/30 George Washington w. 190-109 
02/02 avy W, I 70.5- I 28.5 
02/23 A- 1 o Championst1ips 1st place, 1 /9 
swimmin3 &' aivin3 1153 
01/19 William & Mary L. 7-0 
01/25 VCU L.5-0 
01/23 Norfolk St W, 5-0 
01/26 Norfolk St W, 4-1 
01/26 Cornell L. 5-0 
02/08 George Washington W, G-1 
02/09 Navy L, 5-2 
02/15 Temple W, 5-1 
02/16 Pennsylvania L , 6-1 
02/26 George Mason W, 6-1 
03/01 American L. 6-1 
03/06 Coastal carolinu W, 4-3 
03/07 The Citadel W, 5-2 
03/09 East Carolina w. 4-3 
03/15 Elon W,4-3 
03/16 UNC Wilmington W, 4-1 
03/23 Old Dominion L. 6-1 
03/25 west Virginia W, 6-1 
03/26 Virginia L. 5-2 
03/29 I Iampton L, 4-3 
03/30 Duquesne W, 7-0 
04/02 Liberty W. 5-2 
04/05 James Madison W, G- 1 
04/12 Rhode Island* W, 4-0 
04/13 St. Bonaventure* W, 4-2 
04/13 George Washington* w, 4-2 
05/10 Pepperdinc - CA/\ L. 4-0 
: .J 
I.J 
' 
. ,.· 
y(aying with 
yeifect ski(( 
men's 
tennis 
I 'I 'I I 

1/1 g George Wc1sl1ington W. G-1 
1/26 North arolina L. o-o 
2/0 1 Nori! 1e rn Iowa W, 5-1 
2/08 Campb II L, r::_2 
2/09 Virginia Tccl1 L. 6- 1 
2/17 William & Mmy L, 7-0 
2/22 va Commo11wec1ltl1 L. 6- 1 
3/01 East arolina W, 6-1 
3/04 DavidS0ll \V. 4-3 
3/05 C08Slcll Cmolinc"l \V. 5-2 
3/07 Duque n w. 7-0 
3/15 Cenrtral Florida W, 5-2 
3/23 Virginic1 L, G-1 
3/27 Old Dominion L. 4-3 
3/28 North Carolina State L. 5-2 
3/30 Air Force W, 4-3 
4/05 Marsl1all L, G-1 
4/1 I James Madison w. 7-0 
4/19 Fordham, A- Io Championsl1ips W, 4-0 
4/21 Xavier, A- Io Championships W, 4-0 
women's tennis~ 
·-· --------------------------- -- - -- ---

.... . - - - --- - -
12/08/ Univers ity of Maryland Invitational 
o I / 12 GMU Invitational 
o 1 /26 Blue I leaven T&F Rumble and C C Invitational 
02102 VMI Jnvitiational 
02/09 C C Invitation al 
02/ I 6 Atlantic 1 o Championships, 3rd 
03/ 1 6 Coastal Carolina University Shamrock Invitational 
03/23 vcu Invita tion a l 
03/30 Raleigh Relays 
04/06 Colonial Relays or Duke Invitational 
04/ 13 Lou Oncsty Invitational 
04/20 Metro Championships Mt. Saint Mary 's College 
05/05 Atlantic Io Championsh ips, 5th 
trac~ &' fte(d 1159 
- -
-
----
--

From Trick-or-Treat Street to Pig Roast, Greek-
letter fraternity and sororities offer a lot to the campus. More 
than 1500 students are members of the 15 different chapters 
represented on campus . 
While each fraternity and sorority are different , they all 
play intermurals, do volunteer work, raise money for their 
philanthropies and participate in recruitment . Under the 
leadership of the Inter-Fraternity and Panhellenic Councils, the 
chapters work together and learn from each other. 
It is through the Greek system that students make bonds 
that are hard to break and life long connections with their peers. 
Social Events 
. 
'\"""I Golden Lyre Ball, fall formal, Jungle Boogie social , O") 
O") 
'\"""I Viva las Vegas social, Have a Nice Day Cafe, Sex 
.... 
a 
and the City social, Catch 22 N 
~ Philanthropy 
~ ;:s Victims of Domestic Violence, YWCA, Safe Harbor, ~ 
c::s Annual Frisbee Fling to raise money for charity! ~ Pledge Class ro ~ ~ We have a fabulous group of new members who our ;:s CJ' ~ sisters are incredibly excited about. Our Bid Day V) (lJ ~ celebration was at Mio's, where we got the chance ~ 
~ to hang out with and talk to our newly crowned 
E ~ ~ ~ " goddesses." Our Bid day theme was: "If you're '-.s:: I...) going to go Greek, why not be a goddess?" 
0 i Officers ~ Sarah DeVoe (President), Allison Houshower (VP 
a 
•-
l::'"'i CRS), Jocelyn Rhoades (VP-Finance) , Kerry Maher 
..c ~ (VP Fraternity Relations), Renee Szymanik (VP ,,..... 
u ~ Education), Sarah Tinsley (VP Intellectual ~ -~ Development), Deborah Hendryx (VP ~ 
~ Communications) , Kim Fischer (VP Membership 
ro § Development ) , Heather Eysaman (VP 
..c 
~ 
Recruitment) , Sam Bain (Panhellenic Delegate) , ~ 
~ Cindy Silvester (Social Chair) , Meaghan Aucoin CL ~ c::s (Housing Manager) , Amanda Folk (VP Risk 
Lr) 
oO Management) 
<( oO '\"""I From the President .... Lr) 
'\"""I Thanks to our former President, Caroline ~ 
I...) 
McNamee, Alpha Chi Omega had an amazing year. 0 
~ The chapter truly appreciates everything she has a 
~ done to help us grow. Our advisor, Meredith ~ 
'-.s:: 
V) 
~ Sanderlin, has also been a crucial part of our 
~ 
~ success as a chapter. She is always there to help 
V) 
~ with whatever needs to be done and has a good 
answer for every question. 
junior Sarah Devoe, junior joce!)'n Rhoades. freshman 
Katie O'Gorman. and senior Nikki Sedule-Ross take a 
farni!)' picture during the Viva Las Vegas· social. 
Alpha Chis 
participating in field 
day for Sigma Chi 
~------,:mz======================.m-------• Derby Days. 
Senior julie Rumble and junior 
Renee Szymanik at a social. 
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega 
after a chapter meeting . 
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Social Events t-rJ 
V'l 
Tri Delts had a blast at Barn Dance, their fall ~ 
c:r--. 
formal, where they put on their cowboy hats and ~ VI 
~ 
danced the night away! They also held several (I:) ~ 
downtown socials, as well as Crescent Ball, the f spring formal. 
Phi la nth ropy 
i,.... 
Oo 
Oo 0 Oo Tri Delta's philanthropic organizations are ~ 
~ (I) childrens' cancer charities, including ASK, The ti, C) 
VI 
Association for the Support of Children with 8" ;:s rt Cancer, and St. Jude's Children's Research c 
Hospital. Dolphin Daze raised over $4000 this year! ;:s OJ 
~-
Pledge Class (I:) ~ 
~-0 Tri Delta welcomed 36 wonderful new members \2 
this year and celebrated by rollerskating. ~ (I) Officers (I:) 
c.G') 
Megan Hackel (President), Elizabeth Schmitz (VP ~ ~ rt 
Administration), Julie Mccane (VP Chapter ~ OJ ~ 
Development), Katie Ryan (VP Public Relations), t-rJ 
Michele DiMauro (VP Finance), Kiera McGill (VP ~ 0 ("'I Membership) ~ ~ 
From the President ~ (I) ~ 
~ Thank you Kelly Skura, our outgoing president , and ~ 
rt VI the officers for doing an incredible job this past ~ 
~ OJ year- you were amazing! Good luck to the new ;:s ~ 
officers we know that you will make this year ~ 
~ 
outstanding and memorable. Congratulations to ("'I (I:) 
;:s 
our new pledge class- you are the best! Good luck g-
to our graduating seniors- we love you guys and ~ 
~ 
will miss you so much! ~ ~ 
~,,. .. - ... -·---~--~ . 
Social Events 
Anchor Ball, fall formal ; Senior Soriee, spring 
\.0 
oO formal; Hat Dance, spring social; Greywolf; O') 
'!'-i 
~ 
downtown socials; Havana 59; Have a Nice Day ' ~ ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ Cafe 
~ Philanthropy ro ~ ~ 
E ~ Service for Sight. The major fund-raiser is ~ u c:s ~ Anchor Splash, which is a week-long event that 
E ~ c:s Greek and other school organizations can c..!J') ~ ro ~ participate in. N 
~ ~ Pledge Class ~ ' ~ c..!J') 
~ DG had 37 new members this spring. Bid Day 
:S 
ro '-... 0 was spent at Bottom's Up then moved over to 0 ~ 
+J u C/') 
'~ 
Have a Nice Day Cafe for a night full of dancing! 
QJ ~ Officers y 
( 
T ' • 
' . ~ 
' . i 
-·~ . _,':;-·.,,I.,· 
.,; :.c.-,.s.:. . 
0 ~ ~ ~ ~ Tiffany Allen (President), Taylor Conner(VP c:s 
~ Programing), Ann Bagby (VP Social Standards), oO 
'!'-i 
~ Ann Carley (VP Finance), Jessica Di Tommaso (VP '~ ~ 
~ 
~ Communications) , Katie Stephens (VP V) ~ 
~ 
~ Panhellenic) , Behany Cooper (VP Membership), V) 
~ 
Day Freeze (VP Member Education), Nikki 
Kimball ( VP Foundation) 
Delta Gammas decorating 
pumpkins at Trick or Treat 
Street. 
Delta Gammas celebrate Bid 
Day at Have a Nice Day Cafe. 
New members and their dates Delta Gammas show their DG 
prepare for their first Delta pride after the Pi Phi Lip Sync 
Gamma social. during Greek Week. 
aelta aamma 1161 
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-
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•o,_~..,......,..o,w 
aae emu• o, ftl IIO •LD 
Soror Chanelle lefferson and Soror 
Lisa Walters with Soror Gwendo!)tn 
Boyd, the incumbent National 
President of Delta Sigma Theta, Inc. 
at a conference at Duke Universiry . 
Sou I-Stepping, trai 1-b lazing, 
shot -calling --you can find us 
anywhere in the world dedicaing 
time and effort to public 
service. 
We are those devastating. 
captivating. often i mi lated. 
sweet and sophisticated sorors, 
of Delta Sigma Theta Sororiry. 
Inc. 
..------- -
r 
t.;, 
V1 
Social Events s ~ 
~ 
V1 
~ 
Black Greek Panel, Sister-to -Sister Sleep-over , M r. ~ ~ 
C) 
Rho Rho Pageant, The Black Love Series, Stepping ~ ~ 
~ 
~ 
out of the Shadows ~ 0 ~ Philanthropy ~ ~ ro w ... ~ 
Delta Sigma Theta is a sisterhood of black college '--0 
~ 
rt w 
educated women committed to public service. ~ OJ .-t f Vl ~ From the President ~ 
c -• 
~ \.0 Greetings from the dynamic divas of Delta Sigma ~-
~ 
~ 3 Theta Sorority Inc.! ~ , ~ 
On January 13, 1913 we stepped on the scene, ~ 
~ 
C) OJ 
we were proud, we were powerful in our crimson ~ 
--, ~ C) 
and cream. n 
~ :::r We were 22 at first, then our numbers started to ~ 2 ro ~ ~ rise membership in our organization was seen as a ~ rt ~ 
prize. ~ OJ ~ 
C) 
89 years later , Delta is STILL on top , 
~ 
~ 
We're intelligent, wE:'n.: -:u rrim1tlecl , we 're the cream j, 
"" N 
of the crop . 
... C"i 
~ 
'--0 
'--0 
N 
. 
Social Events 
Kappa Krush, Semi Formal, Spring Sapphire Ball, 
formal, fall , The Bubble, Kappa Korral, Social, Mi o's, 
ro 
E 
E ~ ~ 8 C) u 
Halloween Social, Greywolf 
Philanthropy 
The 4th Annual Kappa Klassic was a huge hit! Held 
at the Crossings Golf Course, the event drew over 
ro '-..:: ~ ~ 120 students, parents, and friends. With the help of 
CJ 
C) 
f= $: 
~ 
all who participated and helped to sponsor Kappa 
Klassic, we were able to raise a record S 1300 for the 
ro ~ ~ 0 a.. t--.... oO 
'1'-1 
a.. ~ Ni '1'-1 ~ 
YWCA and Rose McGill Fund! 
Pledge Class 
ro ~ ~ B Kappa had 37 new members this year. They 
V \..l 0 $: celebrated bid day with subs, chips, soda, a 
C) 
ro ~ ~ 1.-t: V') 
a.. ~ \-S::i ~ 
a.. ~ 
professional photographer, a trip to the local roller 
skating rink, and ice cream at Friendly's. 
Officers 
ro Nikki Spadafora (President), Lauren Zimmerman (VP 
V Standards), Katie Hanson ( VP President 
Organization) 
From the President 
We will miss our Kappa Seniors! 
Come back and visit! 
v----_-
r ~ ~ 
- , ' 
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~ 
~ 
~ , 
t.G} 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Social Events lj \J ~ ~ 
::r ~ Annapolis formal -Took place ~ 
~ 
-• 
in March on a small cruise ~ V'I ~ ~ ~ boat in the Chesapeake Bay , ~ V'I 
~ OJ ~ Fiji Island, April ~ S' 3 Officers ),-.l. Oo ~ 
Oo 
• 3 Todd Mulligan (President), ~ 
Kemp Walden Hammond 
~ 
>3 OJ ~ (Treasurer), Edward Kenney 0 
n 0 ~ (Recording Secretary) , Brian ~, n 
~ (D Tulloch (Corresponding ~ 
~ 
~ 
Secretary) , Colin Quinn ~ rt ~ 
V'I OJ (Historian ) ~ ~ ;:s 
~ 
~ S' 
~ 
Oo 
~ 
~ 
Seniors Noelle Lecrone and Kate Cardillo 
dressed as the Bride of Frankenstein for 
Kappa Sigma's haunted house during Trick 
or Treat Street. 
Seniors at the Cowboys and 
Indians social. 
The athletic Pi Phis the night Senior Erin Nolan tutoring a 
they won the int ramural chi ld for Pi Bela Phi's 
soccer championship. philanthropy. Links to Literacy. 
Social Events 
t-ri 
vi 
Cowboys and Indians social, Oct. 01, Have a Nice £ ~ 
~ 
vi 
Day Cafe, Beaux and Arrows, Nov. 01, The ~ (I:) 
~ 
C) 
Sheraton, Holiday Social, Dec. 01, Greywolf Grill , ;:s 
80s themed Valentine's Day Social, Feb. 02, Mia's 
~ 
::i, 
~ 
Philanthropy t-J Oo .... 
~ 
Oo 
Links to Literacy- is an organization that Pi Phis C') ~ 
~ \J give money to in order to support literacy (4-~ 
-• C) 
worldwide. Also, we have tutored at Crestview ;:s ~ 
C) CiJ Elementary School and hosted book-drives. To ~ (4-~ ro n 
raise money this year, we hosted our annual Pi Beta C) 8 rt cB 
Phi Lip Sync during Greek week. ~ OJ 
< 
Pledge Class ~, ~ \J ~-~ 
This year there were 34 new members. For bid day t-ri :::r £ 
we all chomped down on some pizza and then we n -• ~ 
went off to the bowling alley. ~ ~ 
~ 
Officers ~ ~ ;:s 
Carolyn Clements , Bridget Bulman, Dana Marchetti , ~ 
~ 
~-
Molly Costello , Jenny Hobgood, Kristen Deyonker, 
;:s 
J Erika Derro, Kelly Hart , Jen Case, Amy Hahn, Kate 
~ 
~ 
Hursthouse, Amy Neubaur Oo ~ 
.....,  .,. .. ~..,., .. ,,. .. ,., ----· -....-.---__ .. 
Social Events 
Founder's Day, on March 15th, celebrates the 
founding of the fraternity. This year PIKA went to 
d ,.,... Ocean City, MD and had a blast! 
'~ Phi la nth ropy ~ ,.,... 
• ~ PIKA's new philanthropy is the Virginia Home for 
ro C' boys. In their annual fund -raiser, they raised ,.,... ~ 
..c ~ '~ about $1,500. ~ 
0.. ~ Pledge Class ~ 
'--= ~ 
<( ~ This year, PIKA had 18 new pledges. ~ oO Officers "-0 oO 
~ 
ro -. ~ Billy Mueger ('03 , President), Charlie Lefebure 
'--= 
0.. ~ ~ ('03, Vice President), Evan Chalk ('04, Vice ~ 0.. ~ President), Pasha Eatedali ('03 , Secretary), KC CJ 
ro ~ ~ Dietz ('04 , Treasurer), Eric Rupinski ('03, 
V ~ ;:s ~ Sergeant-At-Arms) 
•-
V) 
~ 
~ From the President 
0.. ~ '--= ~ The Omicron Chapter has come a long way over 
~ 
~ the past few years. The seniors; Scott St. John, ~ ~ Mike Giles, Clark Williams , Luke Olsen, Matt 
,.,... 
&t Power, Rick Karlton, Sergio Feddini, Adam Young, 
Jon Lamb, and Matt Hudgins, have given a lot to 
the fraternity over the years. We thank them for 
all they've done. 
yi liayya afj,fia ~ 
Social Events 
€< Washington, D.C. formal-Took place in November 
~ 
..... 
on a small cruise boat overlooking the Capitol l:::s 
"'1" 
00 Building on the Potomac River, Greywolf social. 00 
C ""'"4 .... Philanthropy Lr) ""'"4 
0 ~ ~ ~ SAE's philanthropy is the National Muscular 2 
\,.) 
•-
0 
V\ s: 
Sclerosis Society. MS is a disease that damages the 
C) 
0... ~ central nervous system of a person's body, and has ~ s: 
w ~ affected a number of our own brotherhood 's ~ 
"l 
i family members . In order to raise awareness and 
ro ~ ~ ~ money for the foundation , we took part in 
..c ~ \,.) 
0... ~ Richmond-wide flyer distribution for the annual MS ~ 
l:::s Walk, raised money through a campus 5 K race, 
''"'" 
<( -~ ~ and worked directly with the MS Walk that took 
''"'" ~ 
ro ~ 
place in April. 
t Pledge Class 
E ~ Lr) 00 This year, SAE initiated 23 new members to the ""'"4 
.... 
en O') ~ brotherhood . Bid Day activities included a formal 
•-
~ 
l:::s 
ceremony for each of the new pledges. l/1 ~ ~ Officers ~ ~ 
"l ~ 
~ Ryan Babiuch, Peter Lyons, Will Dyer, Jonathan ~ 
~ Fabozzi, John Hill, Matthew Leone, Justin Meunie, 
Colby Schneider, Matthew Shehorn 


Socia I Events 
Recruitment social held at Havana ' 59, 
Valentine's Social at Greywolf Grill , and forma l 
in Georgetown. 
Philanthropy ~ V\ ~ 
~ 
-• ~ 
Sig Ep is in the process of adopting the V\ \.0 ~ ~ ~ 
Big Brother /Big Sister foundation ~ 3 ...,. ...,. ~ as its philanthropy. ~ 
~ OJ Pledge Class ;:s 
~-
~ 
~ \J Twenty -three new brothers joined ~-~ 
Sig Ep in the spring . ~ ::r 
>3 
~-
-• Officers C'\ ~ ~ m a Michael Watrous (President) , Ryan Rinn (VP ;:s ~ 
a \J Recruitment) , Martin Hewett (VP Programing) , ;s f ll' John Lukens (VP Brotherhood Development) , Skip ~ 
-• ~ 
~ 
Molner (VP Finance) , Brian Gorman (Chaplain ), ~ 0 ~ ~ 
'" 
Colin Rooney (VP Communications) ~ :::J ~ 0 
From the President 
~ 
. 
We will continue to strive to be the best of the 
best while fostering strong brotherhood 
friendships! 
"Grace is the creative force behind the simple, subtle pleasures 
in life -- our friends , our fam ily, the preservation of happy 
memories and the gradual healing of painful ones. Grace is 
what led me to Richmond and consequently to Choeur du 
Roi, Delta Gamma, suite 129 .5 and everything else that has 
made my time here as amazing as it has been ." 
O r:Bai (ey ']-(amyton 
It turns 
moron like my freshman year 
grades had me believing. 
Lauren Lumsd n, 5 
I love how people a always 
hold open the door for you , 
literally and figuratively. 
Br" eid ig, '05 
Freshman ea was definitely an 
adjustment period, but it was 
great. Playing baseball was an 
awesome experience, 
especially since the team had 
such incredible success. Baseball 
also gave me a break from 
academics and provided more 
structure to my college life. 
in college 
forced me to rely on myself a 
lot more and allowed me to see 
my strengths and weaknesses 
more clearly. 
Marr n ewett, '04 
The Ri ond Bubble is 
changing, but it hasn't burst --
and although such injustices as 
women in Marsh getting 
carpeting and Ryan Bonner 's 
continued Collegian editorials 
that no one cares about have 
arisen and persist, we live on. 
Brian Pl 
great time. It provided the 
opportunity to live and get to 
know other first year guys in the 
same situation. Coming to 
school is a scary thing , even to 
the most adventurous student , 
but I felt at home with those 
guys and will never forget the 
experience . 
Aber. Jesica 129 
Ablett, Jamie 50 
Abouzaid, Mohammed 106 
Adams, Heather 50 
Addiss, Stephen 98 
Adkins, Kristin SO, 122 
Adler. Randolph SO 
Ahlstrom. Laura 30, 31 
Albin, Matthew SO, 127 
Aldrich , Renee SO 
Aldridge. lay SO 
Alexander, Shawn SO 
Allen, Kevin SO 
Allen , Stephanie SO 
Allen, Tom 103 
Allison. Scott 112 
Alonso, Benjamin SO 
Altay, Neizh 104 
Alvis, Ben 106 
Amara, Julian SO 
Amatuzzi, Chris SO 
Ambler, Brett 120 
Anderson, Gene 108 
Andonie, Claudia SO 
Ann, Laura Boyd 127 
Archer, Catharine SO, 118 
Archie, Adrian SO 
Arness, Tara 127 
Ashley. Nate SO 
Ashworth. Neil D. 104 
Aumann, Wait 122 
Baab, Harold 10S 
Baab, Janice SO, 127 
Babiuch, Ryan 129 
Bagwell, Catherine 112 
Bailey, Justine 52 
Bailey, Lauren S2, 120, 127 
Bailey, Lisa S2 
Bailey, Syreeta S2 
Bandera, Kristen 124 
Barbetti, Elisa S2 
Barden, Abbey 129 
Bardou, Zachary S2 
Barkley, Russel 44 
Barkley, Stephen S2, 44, 120 
Barnett, Lewis 106 
Barniskis, Evan S2 
Barra, Andrea 118 
Basham, Robert S2 
Bate, Hannah S2. 127 
Bates, Hughes 122 
~asley, James 19. S2, 45 
Beasom, Patrick S2, 127 
Bechtle, Carey S2 
Bechtold, Virginia S2 
Becke~ Johanna S2 
Becker, Richard 108 
Beecham. Tina 124 
Beidler, Caitlin 127 
Benanti, Joseph S2 
Bengal. Asha 127 
Benner, Patrick 9S 
Benoit, Danielle S2 
Benoit, Sandy 107 
Bernard, Jennifer 52, 127 
Berry. Jane 112 
Bethea, Bradford 107 
Bigsby, Jessica 121 
Bilek, Carrie S4 
Simley, Lauren 118 
Blackerby. Brian S4 
Blackley, Heather S4, 127 
Blanks, Kevin S4 
Blatzer, lulia S4 
Blute. lonathan S4 
Boes. Kristin S4, 122, 127 
Bonislawski. Elise 122, 127 
Bonner, Ryan 121 
Bowe. Courtney 124 
Boyd. Rachel S4 
Boyd. Teresa S4 
Braccia. Danielle SS, 127 
Brenner. Becky 4, 122 
Britton. Martha I IS 
Broadbent, Tiffany 118 
Broening. Benjamin 108 
Bromley. Stacy SS 
Brooks, Ellen 121 
Brown, lennifer 120 
Brown, Kristen SS, 127, 129 
Brown, Mavis 102. 127 
Brown, Vincent 112 
Bruning, Matt 129 
Buckholz. Whitney SS 
Burgess, Catherine 127 
Burhans. David I IS 
Burke. Matt 24 
Burleson, Laura 121 
Burliss. Stephanie 122 
Burton. Scott SS 
Bush. Elizabeth 120 
Cable. Jennifer 108 
Cade. Tinina 94 
Cadien. Batris SS 
Cain, lames S5 
Callison, Drew 13 
Camp, Nicole SS 
Carapico, Sheila 111 
Cardillo, Kate SS, 174 
Carlson, lonathan S6 
Carmon. Tim 122 
Carpenter, Lauren 27 
Carson. Emi!Y 12S 
Carver, lames 107 
Carveth, Emi!Y 118 
Caudill, Lester 106 
Cavadini. Nicole 7. 124 
Cellucci. Dan 129 
Chadinha, Matt 56 
Chan, Tiffanie S6, 120 
Charlesworth, Arthur 106 
Chase. Carol 100 
Chaska. Nancy 56, 121 
Chiappetta, Anne S6 
Childs, Carrie 20 
Chinchilla, Francisco S6, 106 
Christman, Kathryn S6 
Chu, Antzu 127 
Cielo, Chris 56 
Clancy, Samantha 7 
Clarey, Timothy S6 
Clark, Taylor 118 
Clements, Caro!Yn 129 
Clements, Mike 118 
Clikeman, Paul 97 
Clister, Jackie 118 
Clough, Stuart 100 
Cluskey, leannette S 
Cohan, Adam S7 
Collins, Erin 106 
Collins, Russell 100 
Compton, Michael 101 
Cook, Frank 107 
Cook, Walter S7 
Coombs, loesph E. 104 
Cooper, William 7. 16 
Cordenner, Kate 57, 127 
Corey, Kendra 57 
Cormier, Lauren S7 
Covieo, E!Yssa 127 
Covitz, Akiba 111 
Cox, Ronda S7 
Crandall, A!Ysson 127 
Crofton, Scott S7 
Cruz, Jan Paul 131 
Cullison. Kristin 43, 2S 
Cumming, Blair 2 
Cutro. Scott 57 
Dabiri, Kofoworola 57 
Dalferes, Kathryn 58 
Daniel. Jessica 4, 122 
Danko, Alison 58 
Dautrich, Christopher 58 
Davis, James 106 
De Sa, Carlos 58 
Decker. Kara 58 
Defelice, Philip 58 
Delauney. Tony 17, 31 
Delillo, Christina 58, 128 
Delmonte, Andrea 127 
Delva, Emmanuella 58, 131 
Demps, Kristal 58 
Denton, Margaret 98 
Derose, Daniel 59 
Devlin, Patry 5 
Devoe, Sarah 8, 120, 163 
Di Battista, Darren 59 
Dicalogero, Beth 59 
Dietrich. Ben 120 
Difrancesco, Lance 59 
Dolan. Alison 59 
Dooley. Laura 8, 59 
Dreyer, Paul 59 
Dubay. Curtis 59 
Ducharme, Camden 59 
Dudley, Sharla 60 
Dunfee. Shannon 60, 127 
Dunn. Jeremy 120 
E Earner-Sparks, Karianne Eaton, Mollie 60 Eckley, Maureen 14 Edelman. Elisabeth 119 
Eisele, Kara 60 
Elkins, Caroline 122 
Eng-Wilmot. Graham 131 
English. Michael 60 
Erkulwater. Jennifer 111 
Evans, Joanne 60 
Ewing, Mary 102 
Fabian, Dan 95 
Falconer, Rory 60 
Fallon, Devon 60 
Fanelli, Matthew 60 
Fanslau, Justin 33 
Farrell, Mary 99 
Feldman, Daniel 61 
Fenster, Della 106 
Ferguson, Geraldine 100 
Ferguson, Robert 100 
Fetea, Mirela 110 
Fiest, Erika 61 
Finn. Michael 61 
Fitzgibbons. Anne 121 
Fleming. Eric 118 
Fleming, Stephen 61 
Florido, Nicolas 61 
127 
G 
Forslund. Jessie 118 
·Foster. Brian 61 
Fourmont. Elisabeth 61 
Fox. Justin 61 
Fragale. Michelle 61 
Fraile. Alvaro 62 
Frattare. Alison 129 
Froelic, Lindsey 2 
Fuchs, Kristin 118 
Fuhrman, Eric 129 
Gajewski, Benjamin 62 
Ganley. Ryan 62 
Gardner, Katie 62, 118 
Gardner, Thomas 62, 127 
Garnett, Kim 124 
Garvey. John 110 
Gates. Edward 62 
Geiger, Libbie 106 
Geiger, Marshall 97 
Genco, Eric 62 
Gibson, Adraine 94 
Giles, Michael 62 
Gilfoyle. Gerard 110 
Gill , Lauren 62 
Gingrich, Laurie 7, 122 
Goddu, Geoff 109 
Goff. Mike 118 
Goldberg, Leonard 94 
'Mary .Jane 'Mann for all her help with pictu res. 
'Bai(ey '}-(amyton for her quote acquisition and mad printing 
skills. 
The Board of Publications - Len §o(d6era,.Jenni Sauer, 'Brian 
:Ecfert, and all the student reyresentatives - for their 
continuous support, enthusiasm and inspiration. I will continue 
to be impressed by the turnout at those 7 a.m. meetings. 
'Amy 'Mc'Muffen for helping out a friend (who would have 
thought you'd put up signs in LoRoCo?). 
The good people at the fie[p desf for repeatedly saving us. 
Candid Coforfor making the jump with us to digital portraits. 'Max Vest for getting things done. 
Scott 'Devore for always being there (well, up until 11 p.m. (o ld 
man)). 
Va( Cemyro(a for always listening and helping . 
Stacey 'Brann for giving us time despite the busy schedule. 
'Kett(e for keeping me rolling . I can't imagine this book would 
have gotten done without you. 
The staff that has stuck with it, you know I love you all. 
All of you who have given your support . 
Goldman, Christianne 63 
Goodwin, Brian 63 
Goodwin, Brooke 63 
Gordon, Hol!Y 31, 129 
Goulde, Theresa 127 
Graham, Aaron 63 
Graham, Laurie 115 
Grant, Julie 112 
Gregory, Sarah 121 
Gribbin, Kel!Y 63, 129 
Griffin, Jennifer 63 
Grilli, Mary 63 
Grysko. Bonnie 63 
Gunlicks. Arthur Ill 
Gupton, John 100 
Gurson, Jordan 63 
Gushee. Elizabeth 98 
Gyenes, Kel!Y 119 
Habicht, Kristen 132 
Hackett, Kel!Y 127, 131 
Haddad, Laura 64 
Haffry, David 64 
Hall, Bon!Yn 108 
Hall, James 109 
Hall, Kristen 64 
Hamm, Michelle 100 
Hammer, Abby 64 
Hampton. Bailey 120 
Hanley, Tyrone 118, 129 
Hansen, len 5, 23, 35, 121 
Harris, Kat~ 64 
Harris, Tiffani 124 
Harris, Valerie 127 
Harvey, Tiffany 64 
Haskell, Shenee 64 
Hatch, Krista 64 
Hatcher, Jason 64 
Hayden, lohn 99 
Hearin, Andrew 106 
Heffernan, Kevin 65 
Heh, Jeffrey 65 
Heilmann, Kel!Y 118 
Henry, Amber 65 
Herminia, Katia 65 
Herr, Niki 119 
Hillard, Raymond 103 
Hines, Anne 106, 118 
Hines, Eric 65 
Hines, John 65 
Hobday, Abby 2 
Hobgood, Jenny 37, 129 
~bgood, Linda 113 
J 
Hodges, Jean 113 
Hofbauer, Greg 106 
Hoffman, Robin 131 
Hoffman, Stephanie 121 
Hogan, Laura 65, 127, 129 
Hoke, Kathy 106 
Holcomb, Grace 115 
Hooker, Lynn 108 
Hopler, Amy 127 
Horak, Travis 65 
Hormell, Sarah 128 
Horn, Eva 127 
Householter, Allison 65 
Houshower, Allison 127 
Howard, Kate 66 
Hoyle, Joe 97 
Hoyt. Jennifer 66 
Hribar, Kimberley 66 
Huang, Bernice 33 
Hubbard, Anita 106 
Hubbard, John 106 
Hubert, Janelle 118, 129 
Hudgins, Susan 115 
Huot, Vanny 131 
llgen, Joshua 66 
Inglis, Dan 131 
Ireland, R. Duane 104 
lackson, Ed 66, 118 
Jackson, Graham 12 
Jackson, Regine 114 
Jefferson, Chanelle 66, 168 
Jefferson, Tinesha 66 
lenkins. Wendy 121 
Jennings, Frank 107 
Jennings, Janelle Perron 119, 124 
Jennings. Mary 108 
Jeong, Jae 66 
Johnson. Charles 98 
Johnson, Giselle 30 
Johnson. Kel!Y 127 
Johnson, Megan 20 
Johnson. Scott 113 
Johnson, Stephen 66 
Johnston. Denise 94 
Jones. Camisha 115 
Jones, Melissa 96, 124 
Jones, Steven 67 
Joseph, Sabrina 67 
Joyce, Kim 102, 127 
Joyner, LaTonya 127 
Judd, Will 23, 35 
Kaliser, Marc 129 
Kandeh, Jimmy Ill 
Kane. Allison 120 
Kane, Mary Ladd 12 
Kanters, Rene 100 
Karlton. Richard 67 
Kearney. Kristen 122 
Keel, Dave 95 
Keeler, Carol 107 
Keiler, Leslie 102 
Kennedy, Michael 107 
Kenney, Ed 129 
Kerckhove, Michael 106 
Keyes. Sam 125 
Kimmel, Julie 67 
King, Herb 131 
King. Israel 67, 127 
Kingsley, Ronie 99 
Kinney, Marianne 127 
Kinsley. Craig 112 
Kinsman, Katherine 67 
Kircher, Kimber!Y 67 
Klebers, Erik 67 
Knight, Preston 121 
Knouse, Laura 67. 120, 127 
Knox, Allison 68 
Kochel, Chad 68 
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"It is my hope that in the 
months and years ahead, life 
will return almost to normal. 
We'll go back to our lives and 
routines, and that is good. 
Even grief recedes with. time 
ana grace. But our resolve 
must not pass. Each of us 
will remember what hap-
pened that day, and to 
whom it happened. We'll 
remember the moment the 
news came -- where we were 
and what we were doing. 
Some will remember an 
image of a fire, or a story of 
rescue. Some will carry 
memories of a face and a 
voice gone forever." 
President George W. Bush 
Speech to Congress 
September 20, 2001 
The 2.002 Web 
is presented in 
memory of all 
those we have 
lost and in 
celebration of 
all that we 
have learned. 

